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PANORAMA. OP SAN FRANCISCO, PARIS OF THE WEST
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view of San Francisco is taken from Nob Hill, the horns of that city's rjchest citizens, and sent exclusively to The Evening Citizen for reproduction
This bird's-ey- e
Th. J whole view takes in practically all of the business section of the city, with the bay in the distance. The tall, narrow building which looms up in the picture is The
Call (newspaper) building, and in its close vicinity are the Palace Hotel, the Postal Telegraph company building, The Chronicle building, and other tall, important
structures mentioned in the dispatches published in The Evening Citizen.

CRUEL NATURE STAYS DESTROYING HAND AGAINST HELPL ESS MAN
SAN

ANCSCO

Whjile Country Rises to Aid the Stricken People in City by

SAVED FROM TH E GENERAL RUN

Many big men of the state are here
assisting In the work of

ENCOURAGING UTTERANCES FROM

REPORTS ARE COMING IN
FROM ADJACENT COUNTRY.
Million-N- ew
;i
Oakland. Cal., April 21. The town
of Tcmales is a pile of ruins. All the
large buildings and the Catholic
Will
church, a new Mono structure, have
Mitny ranch buildings
been ruiued.
and barns are also torn down. Two r,eadlIy assented, and the approprla- children were killed In a falling houso tion will be made today.
Later The house today passed a
about a mile from the town
resolution appropriating $1,000,000 in
addition to the amount heretofore apCOMPANIES WILL PAY
ONLY FOR FIRE RUIN. propriated, for the San
Francisco
Oakland, Cal., April 21. At a meet- sufferers.
ing of the San Francisco underwriters held today. It was announced that ASSISTANT TREASURER
JACOBS WAS SAVED.
probalily the companies will draw a
Washington. D. C, April 21. AsNew York, April 21. (Copyrighted which no American doubts- you will
sistant Treasurer of the United
States Jacobs, at San Francisco, for N. E. A.) San Francisco is not de- U. G. Ehett, Mayor.
that they will only pay for what was whose,
eafety fears were entertained, stroyed. Not buildings, but men,
actually burned. Ths question of la reported
make a city. The earthquake and the GALVESTON, TOO, CAN
eafe.
property devastated by dynamite was
Bra which have
SPEAK FROM EXPERIENCE.
her streets'
hands of the
San Franisco, Cal., April ,rii.-- i park i rcort(Vl-xcellenEvtry! tire situation e
not oucled upon and vili 'probably GENERAL FUN3TON F ARS ' ' have .proved thedesolated
unshaken, fortitude Special to The Evening Citizen.
1s receiving food that can
Agalh came assurahce this morning
be Tal authorities:
cauRe endless litigation.
NO LACK OF WATER SUPPLY. of her herolo men and women. This
Galveston; Texas, April 21. (Copythat the fire bad burned itself out. reached, but in some isolated places
Washlngton.i D. C, April 21. Gen- tragedy they will convert into their righted, N. E. A.) Notwithstanding
Last night the flames came to Nob there must be suffering. The Mer-- ! REMARKABLE INSTANCE
eral Functon wired as follows, at 5:40 glory, for ab the Goldem Gate they the great catastrophe which has Just
OF GREAT LIBERALITY. GREATER NEW YORK
Hill ridge and northerly and easterly chants' Exchange, the Fairmount ho- -'
o'clock
will yet rear another monument
this morning:
to befallen the state of California, I beto the big sea wall sheds, docks and iei ana uie aionaunocK Duuuings win
San Francisc;., Cal., April 21. Mrs.
"The fire Is making no progress the lndominalilo courage of the Amer- lieve by reason of the great
IS GREAT IN CHARITY
e
warehouses, but the reports of the e opened for public offices on
Hugh Crum. a wealthy property own
wei-- t
jKwers of the American people,
rroni an Ness avenue. The In ican people. Lyman Abbott.
day. All three were damaged by fire, er in Sin Francisco, reported
done are conflicting.
to the
and tho universal bonds of sympathy
tl ;.a" x' tlu ""J
New York. April 21,-than of "l!"" ,?W
One 8tatment is that most of the; hut are reported safe.
relief committee today that all her in-- , $1.0o0,0u(i
and charity now prevailing In our
of
Ness and CONFIDENT LANGUAGE
were subscribed in this
property on the extreme shore line
come, bearing property hud been de- OF CARDINAL GIBBONS. midst between all classes, that with!city yesterday towards relief for the north to the bay has been destroved.
SAFETY OF FERRY
escaped.
d, but that
s
in the next three to Ave years, the
water supply is encouraging. The Special to The Evening Citizen.
......
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T.i
en
i
it.. The
IS NOW ASSURED, money In the banks which he
A bulletin, reported by a man who!
,
7""
Spring Valley people believe that they
normal and even more prosBaltimore, Md., April 21. (Copy- former
- """' u
ue-"Sai
i.y me rt
Francisco,
Cal.. April la
skirted the water front this morning
nrostvt to divlilw vm.nllv
!fh
,'
perous
can deliver from 10,000,000 to 12,000,-0(1- righted, N. E. A.) As Chicago and
conditions will prevail within
is! mere is no Are new within
in a tug, says that everything
thrte and the relief committee. She there-- ! V, " . .1, . 1,hotolal contrlbu-gallons daily."
Baltimore have risen from their the stricken section and with tho peou 'hi is iuiiu are expeerea
xo
swept clean, except four docks, all blocks of the ferry building.
fore subscribed flo.OtiU to the relief imns ?3,OiJ(i,tnio
This, with, other sources not
Certainly, this will bo so, If.
asilics, more beautiful and substantial ple.
the way from the flshermens' wharf
fund.
Many otiher persons In com rtach
will prevent a water famine. than before, so with God's inspiration, they bring to bear that pluck and ennear the ferry building, to the foot of TITLE RECORDS AND
fortable circumstances are crming to
BODIES AND
thu new city of San Francisco will ergy exhibited by the Pathfinders in
LEGAL PAPERS SAFE, the aid of the committee and food COLLECTING
Powell street. This means that near-surpass tho old city through the en- opening up that country in '.jy. Our
BURYING IN TRENCHES MORE EARTHQUAKES
ly a mile of dray sheds, docks andi IISan Francisco, Cal., April 21. The supplies of ail kinds are being
IN ITALIAN PENINSULA. ergy of her own j'o ple and through own city of Galveston had a greater
New York.' April 21. The Western
have been added to the gen- - Hal1 f Kecords is unharmed, which vlded.
I 1,J
April
calamity to fall upon us five years
21.
Thirteen earth- - the
Union Telegraph ccmnanv todav re-- i
s
of her fellow
wl" prevent any tangle lti titles. All
eral destruction.
ceived the following from its office in QuaKe Knocks were felt In this city
throughout
Car- since, and today it is not only rapcountry.
the
of
tho
federal
court
records
section
are
of
Market
also OAKLAND IS
In the
north
idly regaining, but in many instances
this morning in the provinco of Siena, dinal Gibbous.
the ferry building, San Francisco
BAtf FOR
street, the ruined district is prac-- reported safe.
has even surpassed her former place
Several buildings wore
"It Is mill difficult to estimate the Tuscany.
tlcally bounded on the east by Van
damaged, including the city hall at MAYOR OF CHARLESTON
and position In the grand march for
REBUILDING
of
number
dead,
THE
as
bodies
CITY
are
the
TEN
BODIES
many
IDENTIFIED
although
Ness,
In
blocks the
progress
nd supremacy. H. A.
scattwed all over the city. They are Podglnso, nineteen miles south of
UTTERS HOPEFUL WORDS.
AND INTERRED,
flames destroved squares to the. west
Lades, Mayer.
Florence.
SjH-clSan
Francisco,
21.-Evening
April
Cal.,
Last
21.
The
to
Cal
Ness1
thoroughfare.
Oakland.
April
The
Citizen.
night oftet.tt
of that. .
The Van
t
dUch
.1
ln
.A A
Charleston, S. C, April 21. (Copy- BALTIMORE'S MAYOR
wto-s 11,..
ueau
uurnea line runs nortneny to ureen- Juennnea
Oakland was a vast citv of refuceand
ARE
ALL
WORKING
righted,
y
N.
E.
authori,U
A.)
tWs
From a people
wlch street which is a few
SAYS WHAT HP KNOWS
an inUlligence office fcr Innumerable INSURANCE COMPANIES
who nav ieu ino scourge or lire, tne special to The Evening Citizen.
from the bay. Then the boundary nnlngHASTEN
WILL
PAYMENTS
FOR
ONE
BIG
GIFT
-.
Harry Cheboro; N. Rosenfleld, 937 thousands. The tremendous and al-- ,
of
cycb
dogoes up over Telegraph hill, and down
devastation
ne
and the
Baltimore, Md.. April 21. (Copy.
Nw. Vork A,)rll l The insur-t- o
street; E. Nuormann, 489
struction of earthquake,
a portion cf the shore that faces
there goes right, N. E. A.) The American spirit
holess task has leen begun of ance underwriters of this city varl- '
,
onc-c-iout
.m.
to
tho stricken pp!o of Califor triumphs over the greatest catastro- nmuutj vvvusier, 1
jiKiana.
u.iing 10 uuue scauerea iamines, 01 ouly estimate the Insurance com- I!
joun imy,
jo ueary:Keuing irace or lost ones, or aeterni-- j anies" looses In the San Francisco
i'racticauy everytning between Mar- A committee cf representative i nia not only sympathy, but ulsoacall ptie.
ltonton and Chicago rose from
.
courage,
for
vase,
a reset ve mat a better their ashes, Galveston is a new and
snerman imng wnoiner tne missing are dead fire at letwten $150,000,000 and $200.- Kex, van1 res, ureenwicn and tue Day
citizens of Albuquerque was out
;
street
clty
Myrak,
ttaaJ' rim from tho ashes of the better city; Baltimore is todav. two
423
Stevenson or safe among the great tangled mass OiMt.ooo.
is In ashes. All south of Market, with
l.
Prompt settlement will be
todav solicit iuir funds for tho
mother and
perhaps some exceptions in the
baby, f stricken refugees, which spreal made.
great fire, in better
4 sufferers
in San
Francisco, 4 one that was, and it will lo done, and. years after lt
great
Turk street; King, (male), 928 Itself over all the country on this
cluity of the Pacific mall dock,
joy will c; mo in the achieve-- shape than ever before in its history.
which will lie sent tbjf m at once. T$
i
gone.
ment. There is a silver lining bo the God works ln a mysterious way, bis
side of the bay, and In San Mateo
The Mission Dolores church, Mission street.
Tbe committee will continue to
FEDERAL GOVERNMENT
Besides these, sixteen
identified county south of San Francisco,
he oldest building in the city, sur-- '
solicit donations as long as it Is '4 clouds, tho contemplation of which wonders to perform. San Francisco
i
persons
Messages are hanging in all the
were buried under the supervived the earthquake shock and was
necessary. The commit- - 4"; will soon disperse Its gloom ana and the other California towns now
QUICK ITO RESPOND '44 d(onii presents
vision of Dr. Gamble, two being Ital- - telegraph offices waiting to be sent
saved from fire.
no special creed '4 leave brighter sunshine than before. in distress, will rise promptly, will be
tee
tans, round in the building of the throughout the world.
4 or chiiivh, but Is working for the 4 So has It been with us, and so it will btihter, bigger and greater than ever.
Western Fish company. A number of
IN CITY
This city has temporarily taken the
CONDITION
Washington. I). C. April 21. Sec- - 4 b'neiii of the sufferers for one '4 Biirely bo with you. Take
L. Clay iimauus, Mayor.
heart.
4 big ifL from Albuquerque. Tho 4
GREATLY IMPROVED. otners were buried whose names can- place of San Francisco. Managers of rotary Taft presented the need of
not at present be learned.
and tho business men of San dltional appropriation for San
4 niovi merit is entirely independ- - 4
San Francisco, Cal., April 21. (8:30
of yesterday, are gathered Cisco sufferers to the b use commit- - 4 cut of the benefit concert which 4 BATTLE THAT GAINED
CONGRESSMAN FROM
a. ni.) The fire on the water front CONDITION OF
here and conferring and getting in tee on appropriations this mornlne. 4 will take place Tuesday evening, 4
PEOPLE
and north of the lVrry Is now under
shape
rebuilding
REPORTED
FAVORABLE.
for
city
LESS
saying
burned
L'4.
more
$1,hmi.00i
the
be
April
should
TEXAS
4
that
4
INDEPENDENCE
KENTUCKY MARRIES
control. It had burned as far south
' '4
panic, appropriated.
4 4
To ibis the committee
Cal., April 21. The ar"l preventing a
4
San Francisx;
as the Lombard street dock, where it
among
camping
situation
tho
people
was checked and is now smouldering.
i'oday
San Antonio, Tex., April 21
Ni w York. April 21.
Miss Mlirnon
The rule of martial law was estab- out was worse this morning, at Golden
!s
the anniversary or the battle of Critten, daughter of Mr. and Mrs. Do
w
park,
Gate
during
here
the early
lished this morning, but it is not
Slul-- '
s,Cl la,''"'',f (ilmis
San Jacinto, and the anniversary is
rigid, and in manv districts tbe mill hours hungry people besieged every
island, and Itopresetitative
Swagar
tary has been withdrawn. and only l"a,,e wnere they tliougrit rood was
generally celebrated throughout Tex- - sberle.v or U.uisville. Ky.. will bo
sufficient guards b it to prevent any sioren. in some places tnere was a
as. The celebration in this city, married at 4 o'clock this afternoon,
possibility of tin ft or otlng. The disposition to overrun tho guards.
homo cf the bride's parents,
which really began with the opening
in
the meantime, every sort of vetire at 7 o'clock this morning was
parade on .Monday, will reach its ''iss Critten and her fiance were
was
pressed Into
burning the grain sheds on the water hicle obtainable
final conciliation today with the grand members or the Taft party, which
front, alxmt one-hamile mirth of service by ihe authorities, and food
made the famous trip to tho rhtlip- battlo of flowers. The city is beaut
the ferry station, but was confine, to si'ppliis wire si lit to every part ol
tully decorated ami the disphiy of J'lnes, and tho announcement of their
1
MiiaM nera, and with the city a lure persons were campiM.
a ciinpara-tlveli
iui t:t cam.about the same
l'lo,vers are '
lowers is g reeous.
of tons of provisions were
l!e work of the file l.o:us on tbe Uiy Tlou,:';,!s
as that of the president's
xK4
everywhere and the general effect Is tun
wiio erou.L'l:t over the hay durin? tbe night
ti:l the firemen 011 the sU re,
d'lightfiil.
Thousands of visitors, ilaulii er lu Kepresentativo Nicholas
s. tit 10 the various distributing
w re tiding salt water pumped from tin.
Miss Critten will have
all parts of the southwest, are l.oimworih.
'Item
person
In
livery
stations.
San
left
pre;n
is
possible
bay.
believed
it
1
the
here to wilues-- the closing scenes of bin one attendant, her sisler, Miss
on
breakfast
food
cooked
id
l'raneie
reaching
vicinity
the
the
of
vent its
Marjorie Critten. Mr. Sherhy'a last
.ce great jairioiic celebration.
in IN' c; en air. n
tires being
docks i.ear the ferry building.
man will be Henry Clifford Smith of
tbroue-iin
All
houses.
the
the
not
h
beac
fire
did
the
north
On the
oiiisville, un.l bis ushers will be
WASHINGTON
OBSERVES
fin"
residence t" el ion of Pacific
vtacli that part of the water front Heights,
Samuel Uland, Avery Kobinson, Wi'll-laSAN
DAY.
JACINTO
people
sidesat
the
the
on
flut
f'Mi
of
Powell
lying we. of
Washington, IV ('., April 21. The Kly. Mars, John I.orey and llichard
and took their meals. There
street. The fire on the wau-- front walks probably
very
persons
who
Society of Washington will I). The' venerable Arluleac: n George
Texas
few
1.
wim
timing.
now
is the only one
Johnson, rector emeritus of Christ
'celebrate,
d toli.i
some
to
the anniversary of the hat-tiof
rof
sort
lying
addition,
The entire weM.rn
church. St at n Island, will otliciate,
dav.
cf
eveuii.L',
ibis
Jaiiuto,
San
with
4
oeaped the
west if Van Ness, w.iu-a largo meeting at Odd Fellows' hall, assisted by the Hev. Frank W.
tianu
vest' r.lay. is absolutely s.ife.
(July
on Sevinih hireet, northwest, which t'rowdor of the same church.
WILL ASK PRESIDENT
relatives and a few intimate friends
11
'! fl'l
llllll
llll II !!.' .U Ill.llll
MILITARY
FOh
RULE.
t...l..w
'
two families will l. present at
GOVERNOR PARDEE TO
An interesiiiig musical prom-aSin riaii'isco. Cal., April 21.
has "till ,ht!
ceremony, winch will be followed
SUMMON LEGISLATURE. Th'Te appears
been
o li" considerable
inepaii'd and
m 1
Francisco. Cab, A; ril 21. It is confie ;i.!i and conflict Ion of orders
Morris Shcppard and tbtirge F. I In - bv :i recc ption.
4',
i
stated that Governor Pardee will at biiwe. a the military and civil
ess ill deliver addresses.
v
SCOTTY STURROCK WAS
f.
of the Mtt'e
once call a speeii!
Many rumors
i'i s to lay.
1.
are
CHEATED BY DR. DOWIE.
f
t:
lb f Mcasurlegislature 10 prepare
IS
TOWN
PHILIPPINE
at'cit f the hiinim.iry execution "I
I
Clilcauo, April 21. .lames Stuirock,
.t i
n en
r
lor ;his iiy.
ibe ruins, list
DESTROYED
BY F.IRE. bitter known as "Scotty," a New
auht
ll'l. Ill, but them'
jllllot be Verified.
1
Manila, April 21. (7:3d a. m. A Mexico engineer for the Santa Fe for
NONE ARE NOW STARVING
Probably t'leiv, will e an ilfm: made
lire has swipl ihroiigii the town ot
any .Mais, now
located ut Hat oil.
BUT IN ISOLATED PLACES. to l,i inir tiotit a complete c .njperat ion
Manpiina in it
province. Many bin t. 1111 rly en the Gloric'a run. and
N
ih,.
mili'.aiy
-civil
hei'Aien
Cal.,
and
San Francisco,
ople a IV holm b ss and befoie ih.u oil the Al biKiucrque-- I xia
A:r:l
lioiisands ot
; v
3
0
"
today. At lresent. acting
li'jhis were allowed In :!ie liousisle!'.
K'arving. Tw
thousand dwellings 'eas run. yesterday made complaint
nigh-ly,
i
is
in
necessarily
ie;
:nb
la..!
ro
t'lere
sianiling in San Fninci
Tiie government is to the f di ral an' bori' bs that he hail
tiro in ruins
!i
Is
o;s.s
d.
:
likely.
v
It
s
Leu,,
confusion.
W'iurevi'r tho order
HlS!:iIlg aid to t!ll pisiple.
been defrauded by John Alexander
.4 Ml
will
be'
the police and the mili ary eiiteivil I'l.ii I'is.sideut Ibmseveb
Fire also destroyed Pasil, tjnu nrar Dowieoiit of a turn of money dos
abcompletI
h
claim
them,
an.l
boiiM s and
to hi'
'Ml'.!IUIs!lei
I'eini. i wo hundred dwellings were to $10,"oii, and that the mails ha4
M L'TL'AL
Till: CALL Ul'lI.IUNG
military rule, placing the en- T.'le col.dilioi, C'f the ben
in the
itl li 1NG
SAVIN .IS
binned and many are homeless.
bcvn Used in the operation.

Congress Gives Another

Western Sea
York

1

AMERICA'S

Contribute Three Millions or
More as Demands Require.

GREATEST THINKERS

San Francisco Is Not Destroyed Men That
Made Her Yet Remain Like Other
Cities She Will Rise Rapidly

INSURANCE COMPANIES WILL

PAY THEIR CLAIMS AT ONCE
OAKLAND HAVEN OF REFUGE
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TAGE TWO.

sparing no money
OOOCK000C9JOCK00
effective telegraph strvlre. Wo have arranged
ally Ml Wsskly ty
rklUk
!o open an office nt the Market street
ferrv building. Sun Francisco, whero
The Citizen Publishing Company lelegrnms
for that city will bo sont.(Q
It Is imptw-slblto make deliveries,:?
I al Faatafllaa far traaantaalm Hmtk U
lull wo will placard (he rity announe- - 0 MoFt economical, and absolutely o
Mil M MWMld lMfl BJAtta.
in? me opening i
"
V
certain Germicide Is
questing any one expecting telegrams
0
same
The
lii(iilre
for
them.
there
to
0
course will l)e pursued at Oakland!
DR. GEO. LEININGER'S O
with all telegrams which cannot he'
V
FORMALDEHYDE
delivered thim.
GENERATOR,
$
twenty-four
past
hours:
During
the
OftfeJal Paper of Bernnllllo County
the Vnited Slates government has!
x
fend City of Albuquerque.
liad one Postal and one 'Western'
And you might as wi ll try to
tuo
Francisco
nt
Into
San
ktmllM frwi Afttrtn DiipttchM.
Union wire
improve the appearance of a J
UrgMt City ind County Clrnlitlia.
ferry building, for nothing but govroom by papering one side only, O
Tat Lirmt Ntw Mnlco Clrttrtitfea.'
ernment business.
IffMl Nnhm rl?om C.irw title..
W. C. BLACK,
as to try to clean it thoroughly
Superintendent.
without using a Fumlgator,
TIKMS OF SUBSCRIPTION! f. IY
.j
which is a known disinfectant Y
KKK
COUNTY SUPERINTENDENT
j
sue
and germicide.
WmII; br uil
rw
FUNDS
APPORTIONS
X
LEININGER'S
DR.
GEO.
Dally by Carrier, 60c per month
GENERA- - 0
FORMALDEHYDE
VARIOUS SCHOOL DISTRICTS GET
Tw Rvwmwo Cmrwn will t1. daliTri in th
hospitals, 9
60
by
par
or
fix
TOR is indorsed
wok.
Mr at taa low rata of
nullmonthly.
REFUNDED
"DIVY" OF MONEY
Mil arniOi. whn
BY
hotels and physicians. Price, $1.
iiTirtlilng Ratei Bade Kncwa on Application
$
Sol.! mlv ,v
County Superintendent A. H. St roup
farar hy fwitifytns ua
ataaa.iltnn will aanfar
of tha papar.
Nntnadiatalr m nr
today made an ap;ortioninent of the
HIGHLAND PHARMACY
ha aiidraaawi to school money recently turned into the
an lartara and rarnittancaa should
Comfany.
Draft,
Prm.taBiHO
C4T1UN
Superintendent
Ttu
fund by former
EAST RAILROAD AVE.
and axprau monar orders school
haaka, poateffie
Hubbell. The amount was
at ba nada payaUa to tbr ardar of tha F. A.
Raynolds' New Bldg.
Opposite
among
oaaapawr.
the
$1399.50, and It is divided
as
county
of
twenty-si- x
the
districts
follows:
Coloriwlo I
Automatic 183
Amount
Scholars.
District.
Corner First St. and Gold Ave. j
$ 35.04
160
3

iTUE EVENING CITIZEN

pany, ti.'wpvcr, is

anil i (Tint to

THE

GREATEST

i

-

pi

HUB-BEL-

alvaradoTharmacy

)COOCHCKi?CC000C

Most Anything
CrOOOO0CiCKC
theater has a check room
for babies. Hardly necessary to add
that It isn't a society theater.
Foraker's friends are said to be
booming him for the presidency. One
of them is named. Foraker. What's
(he other's nanve?
"Aren't you ashamed to come home
in that condition, Henry Boozly?" she
A Chicago

4

176

5
6
7
8
9
10
11

733

38.54
1C.0.03

110

49.28
24.09

12-2-

nor.
160

227
105

156
2079

6

594
103
133
133
182

13
14
22
23
28
34
35
36
37
39
41
44
45
47
43
54

OOOOOOOCKOCK0000
SEEK A RELIABLE DENTIST

35.04
49.71

Full Set of Teeth

23.00 Gold Crowns
$6.00
32.85 Gold Filling
$1.50 Up
455.30
Extracting ....50c
130.09 Painless
22.56 ALL WORK
ABSOLUTELY
29.13

60

13.14

25.40
29.13
18.62
16.43

cried, angrily.
23.65
"I can't sayz I'm ashamed to come
17.08
tome, my dear," replied Henry, "hut
17.52
come
tell the truth, I didn't want
24.31 ROOM
home."
35.48
18.83
"Old DeSmithey's sen is making a
fine name for himself in the commer6364
$1393.74
cial world. He is one of the .clean$5.70 remaining in the
This
leaves
est young men In business In town." general school fund.
"Yes, he stops at a manicure's
every morning on his way to the of-

f

f

fice."

TERRITORIAL

Uncle- Joe Cannon is said ta le in
lavor of increasing the wages of the

GUAR

ANTEED.

29.13
39.86

116
113
85
75
108
78
80
111
162
86

$8

COPP.
N. T. ARMIJO BUILDING
B. F.

12,

IfGUsPainl

Sloan's

TOPICS

LiMmasit

no

CITIZEN.

4

r- -

g.

'j- -

fr

fr .fr

a

Monter.nma. Trtist

1

'Q't'ZPQUE, NET MEXICO

AL

Capital

the Vmtern Union or Postal
TELEPHONE
graph
for an
T. messenaer
your
wiih the cash to The Citizen
Tele-

oHlces

l.nv

nmi

phone

WANTKD

diet.
A

ad

:iU

or call, and

the ad

w

A. D.
office, or tele

WANTED.
FOR SALE Two sets of shelving,
ninety feet long; two sixteen-foo- t
man to take charge of

a place In the country.
T: pliant.
WAN TED A registered

$J00,(

Suiplas

:!

ill appear according to your wlih.

counters;

Thomas J.

one

Trotter's.

Call at. F. F.

Interest A 'ewed on Sayings Dep(

counter.

thirty-foo- t

drug clerk FOR SALE A. A. Trimble, 207 North
Arno street, has for sale, settings
young man, able and willing to husof pure bred black Minorca eggs,
tle. S. Yann & Son.
Rhode Island Reds, White Plymlady
Expert
WANTED Position.
Plymouths,
outh Rocks, Barred
stenographer and bookkeeper. AdBrow.i Ix?ghorns, etc. One dollar
dress H. C. this office.
per setting.
s
barber $13
A
WANTED
s
barbershop
A
per week. Box 177, Las Cruces, FOR SALIi
at a bargain. It Is the best shop
N. M.
In the best location, with the best
WANTED Men's washing and lace
trade In the town, with the best
curtains to launder. Hand work;
future of any town In the southsatisfaction guaranteed. Mrs. Lug
west. Write at once. E. D. Wilton, 411 West Coal avenue.
liams, Las Cruces, N. M.
ny number
Good men,
WANTED
FOR
SALE OR TRADE Are you InArizona;
for rock work; southern
terested In mines? I have some
wages, 30c an hour; work guaransaid to be good deals. Talk with
teed for three years. Inquire Abrame. T. I McSpadden, 300 S. Broadham's Employment office, 315 South
way.
First street.
BUSINESS EXCHANGE.
house
Big
mail
order
WANTED
district TO EXCHANGE3 I have Borne ranches
wants local assistant a
to trade for city property. T. I
distributer for few counties. Per
McSpadden, 300 South Broadway.
manent work. Salary. $18, paid
The exchange man-Se- e
weekly from home office, and ex- McSPADDEN
him for business exchanges.
penses. Expense money advanced
300 South Broadway.
Address
No Investment required.
Standard Company, Como block, TO EXCHANGE I have property lo
Illinois, Iowa, Missouri, Kansas
Chicago.
Colorado and Arizona to trade for
MALE HELP WANTED.
Albuquerque property.
Talk with
MEN WANTED Wages paid while
me. T. L. McSpadden, 300 South
traae;
situalearning the barber
Broadway.
rate.
special
tions guaranteed;
Moler System College, Los Angeles,
Cal.
WANTED Men in eacn state to On FUrnlture, Pianos, Organs, Horses
and Wagons
travel, post signs, advertise Salary
and other Chattels; also on
leave samples of our goods.
SALARIES AND WAREHOUSE RE$75.00 per month. $3.00 per day for CEIPTS, as low as $10.00 and as high
expenses. Kuhlman Co., Dept. S., as $200.00. Loans are quickly made
Atlas block, Chi go.
and strictly private.
Time:
One
any number month to one year given. Goods reYANTUD6oTTiien,
Arizona;
southern
work;
your
possession. Our rates
for rock
main In
work guaran- are reasonable. Call and Bee ns be
wages, 30c
AbraInquire
years.
borrowing.
fore
teed for three
THE HOUSEHOLD LOAN CO
ham's Employment office, 315 Soutl
Steamship tickets to and from all
First street.
parts of the world.
CIRCULAR aiid sample distributors
Rooms 3 and 4, Grant Bldg.
wanted everywhere. No canvassing.
315 West Railroad Ae.
Adv. Co.,
good pay.
PRIVATE OFFICES.
N. Y.
Open Evenings.
rrKsfXlAfixnerTenced in any line
Mex
in sell teneral stores in New
NEW
.
HOUSE FOR SALE.
ico. An unexcelled specialty propesi-tionOn
Twelfth Street.
weekNorth
$35.00
nnd
Commissions
The Continental
ly for expenses.
FIVE ROOMS,
Jewelry Co.. Cleveland. Ohio.
FIFTY FOOT LOT,
Salesman ambitious and
WANTED
700 00
$1
Intelligent, to place jewelry departc
ments in all kinds of stores.
Easy Terms.
mertake back unsold goods from full
chants, but nay our salesmen
PORTERFIELD COMPANY.
commission In cash, with advance
of
110 West Gold Avenue.
for expenses. Average earningsover
our salesmen in 1905 was
American Standard Notarial work and conveyancing.
each.
$4000
Jewelryt'o., Detroit, Michigan.

v'
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With Ample Means and Unsurpassed Facilities

first-clas-

first-clas-

WshW

PROFESSIONAL

OFFICERS AND DIRECTORS
LUNA, President; W. S. Strlckler, V. P. and
J. JOHNSON, Asst. Cashier; Wm. Mcintosh, J. C. Bald
moa Luna, A. M. Blackwell, George Arnot, O. E.

SOLOMON

DEPOSITORY FOR THE ATCHISON, TOPEKA

T

i

r

j

k

'

ALBUQUERQUE, N. M.
Offleers and Directors,
JOSHUA S. RAYNOLDS
,
M. W. FLOURNOY ,
FRANK McKEE
it, ....
R, A. FROST

Authorized Capital
Paid Up Capital, Surplus and Profits

I

The State National

NURSE.

0
5

J

2

7.

WHOLESALE

Flour, Grain and Provisions

ALBUQUERUE, N. M.

RAILl DAD AVENUE

oo

F street

Pensions,
lands, patents, copyrights, caveats
letter patents, trade marks, claims,
.

que,

N.

M.

Hank building.

DBryan.

Office, First

Albuquer
National

E. W. Dobson.

Not

--

A-

;H:r-.
VUl

Ml

children, ns good health In youth lays
the foundation for a sturdy maturity
and joyous old age. Proper bathing
is just as essential as proper eating.
The Standard Plumbing Co., in their
modern sanitary bath rooms, install'
a system of open plumbing that makes
a bath that is hkal in its perfect
cleanliness, with sanitary appliances
that are the best results of scientific
thought and skill.
We carry the finest lino of garden
hose in the city.
Standard Heating & Plumbing Co.
Colo., Red 284; AutoBoth 'Phones:
matic. 671.

T. C. BAIiDRIDGE
NATIVE AND CHICAGO LUMBER
Always
BUILDING
PAINT
PAPER
Covers more, looks best, wean stock. Piaster, Llnie,
Cemi.
longest, most economical, full
measure.
Paint, Glass, Sash Doors, ete

SHERMAN-WILLIAM-

FIRST STREET AND COAL AVE.

ALBUQUERQUE

N. M.

GROSS, KELLY & CO., INC.

H. W. 3. Otero,
United States Court Commissioner,
703 West Silver avenue. Will attend
to matters before the land office

"Wholesale Grocers

.

well block, Albuquerque, N. M.
LAND MATTERS.

CONTRACTOR

AND

c

tnly for yourself, but for your

Office Crcm

ATTORNEY-AT-LAW-

I

ON HEALTH DEPENDS HAPPI-

Black

Bernard S. Rodey.
Albuquerue
N. M. Prompt attention given to all
business pertaining to the profession
Will practice in all courts of the territory and before the United State
land office.
Ira M. Bona.

R. W.

(

FARM AND FREIGHT WAGONS

ATTORN

ATTORNEY-AT-LAW-

-

Carries the Largest and Most Exclusive Stock of Staple Groceries
In the Southwest.

LAWYERS.

32
D. C.

GROCER

NESS,

City Undertaker.
Commercial Club Building.
and white hearse, $5.

.

y

E OF

PUTNEY

L.

A. BORDERS,

ATTORNEY-AT-LAW-

i

17I 0

y

N. W., Washington,

jir,

ESTABLISHED

"OLD RELIABLE"

Barnett building.

31,

.

ooooconfoooooxDo

Mr. M. R. Wharram,

Auto
phone, 613; Colo., 165 B. Hours, 9
to 12 and 7 to 10. Massage, hydro-thcrepand other Battle Creek methods.
UNDERTAKER.
Auto, 'phone 316.
Colo. Red 115.
Room

niDrrTnoc
FARR,

ooockxxxoxxooooooooI 'cpooipo

DR. R. L. HUST,

p. n

Awn

President; Wm.

INTEREST PAID ON SIX MONTHS DEPOSITS'
FIVE PER CENT PER ANNUM.

mall.

limited to Eye, Ear, Nose
and Throat.
Occulist and Aurlst for Santa Fe coa&
313 Va
Office,
lines.
West Railroad
avenue.
9
12
a.
to
m. and 1.30 to 5
Hour:

mm...

Vice Prej
HERNDON, Cashier; Roy McDONALD, Asslstantl
E. A. Ml ERA, I. A. DYE, J. A. WEINMAN, F. Hf '
I.
JAY A. HUBBS and D. H. CARNS.

Dental Surgeon.

Practice

....wm

JEJI

Capital Paid In
Surplus and Profits.

Rooms 15 and 16, Giant block, over
the Golden Rule Dry Goods company.
Doth 'phones. Appointments made by

CK. W. G. SHADRACH,

"

o! Albuquerque, New Mexli

DR. J. E. KRAFT,

High-Frequen- ey

Assist

Depository for Atchison, Topeka & Santa Fe Rallwi

DENTISTS.

6--

yifc

V. S. DEPOSITORY.

O. N. MARRON,

Office,
N. T. Armljo ,Bldg.
Tuberculosis treated with
Electrical Current and Germicide. Treatments given each day
from 8 a. m. to 4 p. m. Trained nurse
In attendance.
Both 'phones.

,

,

firrir-rp- s

PHYSICIANS.

8AN

&

FIRST NATIONAL BA

CARUS

Edmund J. Alger, O. D. S.
No. 308 Railroad avenue.
Office
hours, 8:30 a. ni., to 12:30 p. m.; 1:30
p. m. to 5 p. m. Telephone 462. Ap
polntments made by mail.

Sew M

Extends to Depositors every proper Accommodation, and
Accounts Capital, $150,000.00.

Money to Loan

i

BUILDER.

A. L. Morgan.

INDEPENDENT CONTRAC
TOR AND BUILDER. Estimates are
cheerfully furnished; job work solicited. Automatic 'phone, 724; shop at
Second street, Albuquer911 North
Tho

Wool, Hide and Pelt Dealers
ALBUQUERQUE

AND LAS VEGAS

que. N. M.

ARCHITECTS.

'

hi

fr

through then.

'

.

j

H fr

and you can rely upon lj, ". we have not failed before, tnwt your
monev Is not t'iro vn away. W have also rented hundreds of house
by oir want xtis. as wll as gold nearly everything we have Brive

i

V

Al

BANK INSTITUTION

Per Word Insertion

William C. Bernard, son of Mrs. 1.
r
congressmen because the cost of liv- D. Bernard of Ijis Vegas, brother-in-laof
Cleofes
Secundino
Romero,
and
the
as
words,
ing is higher. In oiher
cost of living is higher. Uncle Joe was employed iu some large machine
would make it still higher for the shops on the bay near the city of San
Francisco and his friends and relaIf there should be any more stories
rest of us.
tives are anxiously awaiting any tid- about
Andy
Carnegie and Dowie
ings of him.
Something to Remember.
there'll be a whole lot of women in
this country
Bear in mind that the minstrel
won't notice a man
John Koontz, who has been reading unless ho haswho
troupe will parade between the hours
white whiskers.
ever
he
Prescott
the
Courier
since
Thursday
on
afternoon.
2
1
and
of
a small boy, after reading those
ORDINANCE NO. 349.
The parade promises to be one grand was
items
about loco weed and the horses
finely
costumed
pageant
of
glittering
weed Is driving crazy and killing, An Ordinance creating the office of
the
which
men,
like
of
the
uniformed
and
says that the whole thing Is a myth;
City Undertaker and providing for
is seldom seen. It will be worth that horses
do not eat the
the burial of the pauper dead:
coming miles to see, and once seen, loco weed
and that they are not afthe desire to witness the perform- fected by loco,
but have the old fash- Be it ordained by the City Council
ance will appeal so strongly to you ioned blind staggers;
of the City of Albuquerque, New
that a lot of his
that It will be absolutely impossible horses have died with
Mexico:
this ailment
to resist the temptation to get seats. quite recently.
New Philadelphia (O.) Democrat.
Section 1.' That
paupers who
W. A. Mclvers, the Irrepressible, die within 'the limitsallor tho City of
I kannot spel the old wa now
while
attempting
to
secure
flow
a
JORJENT,
of
Albuquerque, N. M., shall be given a
Bewakz as A. Karnaygi sed
water for the Fleming-FoMining decent burial by said city.
FOR "SALE Household goods unit
It waz no gud I'v kut it owt
and Smelting company, Is also
babv buggy 615 South A mo street.
Sec. 2. That the potter's field for
And speld al wurdz by sownd
in organizing
another mining the burial of said paupers shall be FOR RE NT Furu shed room; modand milling company in the Jicarillas, located near
ern; reasonable. Call at 803 North
cemetery, on
with a fair prosevt of success, says tho property donated to
by
Fourth street.
City
ago
the
a
munth
The wurdz that buf
the White Oaks Outlook. He appears the Board of Education of Albuquer Vfiii WENT f"our room brick house,
I nu so wel, toda luk etranj;
working
on
to
prinbe
the correct
que, New Mexico, and all graves in
,ic in. A n id v at F. F. Trotter's
It's diflcult for me tu reed
ciple productive property, an abund- said potter's field shall
be at least six
Sins 1 adopted Andl'z chanj.
ance of it, and a capitalization at its feet long.
irvuj ihVvt
rooms over
real value.
See. 3. That tho pauper's
dead
I kaunot spel the old way now
Golden Rule Dry Goods comthe
I never waz o gud, I no,
Inquire at itoom B, Mrs
panyChamberlain's Salve is good for body shall bo washed, wrapped in a
'
But I can't spel the old wa now
any disease of the skin. It allays me shroud, nnd, In ease the pauper died
Phelan.
of a contagious
disease, the body
For I'v forgotten al I nu
initching and burning sensation
Furnished rooms. Willi
RENT
FOR
In
be
wrapped
shall
a
disinfected
stantly. For sale bv all druggists.
or wlthcut board, at the Roosevelt
sheet, and buried in a plain pine Ujx.
o-Abnwt that complikated styl
309
West Railroad avenue.
House,
permM. C. Conway, a trolley car conduc- There shall be a head board
That I had uzed yeer after yeer;
Miss F
new management.
Under
placed
at the head of each
tor in Denver, is making quite a name anently
No moar kan I spel wurdz by nil
Moore.
grave
in the filter's
Said
field.
for himself ns a tracer of deserters
Sins I began tu spel by eer.
FOR SALE.
from the United States army. All board shall lie one foot wide, three
told he has captured about fifty men feet long and one inch thick, painted FoTfsTxLEAU kinds ct household
And much a feer my speling now
who had taken French leave of army white, with the name of the, deceased
furniture, 501 South Fourth street.
Wud glv reformers gud txqs
life. At one time Conway was a sold- and the date of death, plainly printed K77FrSALE
To heep upon me in ther rayj
A lino rancn and a few
ier in the Eleventh United States cav- on same.
A torent of ther vyl abus.
sheep. Address, K., this
hundred
alry. He has made nrrests all over
Sec. 4. The said City Undertaker
office.
the west, getting $50 for each capture shall kiH'p permanent records of all
The speling nils a folo now
Adgood cows.
he makes. He served In Cuba, China paupers buried In the potter's field; FOR SALE Four
I no fill wel thay wud denowns
O. Box IjS,
Lusted,
P.
D.
R.
dress,
and the Philippines.
said record shall, whenever It can be
Bekawz ther ar so meny wurdz
city.
That I don't no how tu pro- - Suffered for Five Years With Kidney obtained, contain the name of the de- iTvTu S5AI.K All lots in coronaua
'v.
:
ceased, his age, date of death, location
nowns.
and Liver Trouble.
Place. T. L. McSpadden, 300 South
of grave, and such other information
"I suffered for five years with kidBroadway.
as may lie useful In identifying said
Rheumatism Makes Life Miserable. ney
and liver trouble, which caused
stock merchandise
A happy home is the most valuable severe pains across the back and a deceased; said record Bhall be open FOR SALE Small
to the public for inspection during
at a bargain. T. u .Mcspauueu, ou
reach
possession that is within the
blinding
I
dyspepsia
had
headache.
South Broadway.
of mankind, but you cannot enjoy lt and was so constipate! that I could business hours, and shall be the
comforts if you are suffering from not move my bowels without a ca- property of the said City of Albuquer- FOR SALE A handsome mrdman
que.
piano In fine condition and almost
You throw aside busirheumatism.
thartic. 1 was cure! by ChamberFor particu
t.fw at a bargain.
ness cares when you enter your home lain's Stomach
See. r. No pauper shnll be reLiver Tablets and
Meld by any
lars, call at this office.
potter's
and you can be relieved from those have been well and
from
tile
moved
rheumatic pains also by applying says Mr. ArthurnowS. for six months," one without having first paid to the "PTTlTs U E Black Monon a and BurStrickland of
One ap
in
Chamberlain's Pain Balm.
red Plvmouth Rock eggs, for batchnattanooga, renn. For sale bv all City the actual amount expended
plication will give yon relief and Us ldruggis's,
burying the said pauixr. In case the
ing; 75 cents per setting. Ed
continued use for a short time will
body is removed that fact Is to be
Albuquerque, N. M.
o
nr. .1. F. Mains died at the home of noted in the record kept by said City FOR SLE Roll top and fiat top
Wns about a permanent cure. For
sale bv ail drusjtslsts.
William Wasou
desks'in
letter press;
White Oaks, Undertaker.
book case;
Sec. C. The contract for the burial
where lie was being cared for, on
office table. Room 5.
and
chairs
DIRECTOR CHARGED
Wednesday morning. A
days be- of paupers .shall be let to the lowest
I'ii-- t
National Bank building.
WITH STEALING ORE. fore, he was called In a few
bidder, and the person securing said Full s .E
professional
wiute
A sensational state of affairs came
ne noun' 01 .Mrs. Hra'g, nvi r contract shall be known as the City
.iy i
Apply
an loite cockerells, (young.
to light at Ash Fork, when Gwrgp in the pari;, who was suffering with
Fndcrtakcr. and all cases reported to
Fifth
of
corner
Levy's,
a:
.lake
Margarltch. a director of the Elect ra what prove,) u be a latal case ,f the city officers shall be reHrted by
and New York avenue.
Mining and Milling company, was ar- erysipelas, and while devoting his them t ihe said City Undertaker.
bar-f- a
rested at Ash Fork and taken lo Pres- services lo her it Is supposed he m.
Duly passed this H'.th day of April, FTTir" SALE $2a,iKu raneu at a
r.; will take small property In
cott on a warrant charging him with tracted the disease in lis most vini-leii- lnoii.
Write, wire, phone or
liaving in bis possession a number of
FRANK McKEE,
form.
Approved:
After enduring days of
F. L. McSpadden, 303
tn!U with
Mayor.
valuable specimens of rich gold ore intense suffering, be passed to the
S.uith Broadway
purloined from the Oro "Grande mine, beyond.
Attest:
Fo r
FT
.SALE OR EXCHANGE
and given to him by a miiur named
HARRY F. LEE. City Clerk.
a new iuiu- Pete Bodcrpo.
Had dyspepsia or indigestion for
c.'v or rancn property, Be-t location
years. No appetite, and what I did
d rooming nouse
CARDS
PROFESSIONAL
Address F. J . this of
in the city
eat distressed nie terribly. Burdock
MANAGER HAWKINS, OF
fice.
Blood Bitters cured me." J. II. Walcivil"engineer.
THE POSTAL COMPANY ker, Sunl.tiry, Ohio.
Ft Ml "s VLE
A drug store in good lit
T. L. McSpad-a- .
le town; a snap.
R.
Farwell,
J.
Word was received from Prescott of
:.. o00 South Broadway.
Building.
SUBMITS THE FOLLOWING OFFIArmijo
Room
N.
23.
T.
FOR
NOTICE
CIAL
PUBLICA- an accident, which befell Gum Hartli, a
SELL, RENT OR TRADE t.ist your
ACCOUNTANT.
TION, FROM SUPERINTENDENT brakeman on the Santa Fe Phoenix
property with T. L. McSpadden, 300
raod, who is a brother-in-laBLACK.
Books aud
S nth Broadway.
of W. S. Goldsworthy of Prescott. EXPERT ACCOUNTING
lted, statements prepared. Improved i t 'if S ALE A good general nietcban-d:;- e
Barth wbilu near Summit was in the
Oakland, Cal., April 20.
sys ems installed. Twenty years'
and grocery business, with meat
act of coupling cars when his foot
To All Offices.
Satisfaction - guaranexperience.
included, nnd buildings for
inar'.et
All the newspapers throughout the slipiwd on a rock and in some ma.iner
teed. C.eorge II. Browne. 110 Smith
Inquire, M. Dragoie, 300
country are now receiving and pub- the loose foot was caught under a
M
N.
i Broadway.
lishing all information from the Pa- wheel and horribly mashed, lie wasi Second street. Albuquerque.
BEAUTY CULTURE.
FU SALE OR TKAi'E J. rooming
cific coast that It Is ixssible to oj- - taken to (he hospital at Prescott and
T. L. McSpadden, COO SoiKh
tain. Tho Postal Telegraph and Ca- - giv n medical attention. It Is thought
MRS. M. HELENA LEONARD,
lirmdway-iile company will devote its entire fa amputation of ihe entire foot will not
Graduate of Parisian Institute.
cilities lo Uio liaudling of lmixjrtant be necessary.
t'll SALE OK TRADE a. good busl-iLate of New York city. The lates
T, L.
telegrams for the relief cf the San
s for city property.
up to da'ej
appliance
scientific
and
Devil's
Island
Torture.
300 South Brosdwav.
FranciHio sufferers and for
its Is no worse
fo- - treating the hair, face
methods
than
tho
terrible
rase
of
,
patrons, and will not issue any further
uuubfu-ba- r
'
i;SALE A
that afflicted me ten years. Then and scalp. Complexion steaming and
important piles
unless some
uulletins
r.
sbatgnn; bran new
shampoo
I wa sadvised to apply
manicuring
and
bleaching;
Ar's
Bueklen
change occurs in existing conditions.
lever ha3 been used; one of th
water
automatic
Owing to the destruction of San nica Salve and less than a box per- lng. Electrolytic
Call at The Citizen of
t makes.
avenue
Gold
massage,
C13
me,
manently
West
I.,
Nas.
cured
writes
Francisco and the consequent scat- pier of Bugles, Ky.
f.v for particulars.
279.
Anto
Phone
nil
Ileitis
wounds,
tering of its people. It Is as yet al- burns and sores
' t SALE
Two cliobTe
For $75o.
like magic. 23c at all
NOTARY PUBLIC.
most Impossible to rind individuals in druggists.
;. two houses, one i store now
Ban Francisco to 'w hom telegrams are
Maddison,
mouth. Part time.
I'M- d for $1j
Tho. K. D.rMLio-addressed, and all telegrams are 6till
vr.
a
Subscribe for The Citiien and getlofflc wit
w n
quick. J. W. Chasten, 1122
''
ubject to indefinite dilw. The con
rno street.
w

SATURDAY,

YOU WANT HELP OF ANY KIND?
If so. we can secure tt for yog fcy a small
wantad.inTtia Evening Citizen. It only costs

One Cent

I
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EVENING

F. W. Spencer and V. O. Walling
ford, rooms 46 47. Baruett building
Albuquerque. N. M. Both 'phones.

GROSS, KELLY & CO., INC.

Mil

SATURDAY,

APRIL 21,

V fnnm

EVENING CITIZEN.

ALBUQUERQUE

1906.

&uc

Pack THfter. -

MUCH MARRIED
ENGLISH

n

MAN

IS ON TRIAL

of Mr. Sellers Being Called to
San Franoisoo the Sale of Lots in

MoGOunt

In Eleven Years He Took
Unto Himself Four

Different Wives.
LEFT EACH

m 17 WWW

Y

FV W

1757 T7&

FOR SUCCESSOR

the Time Was Very
vout Attendant on Religious Services.

All

W 77
De-

Salisbury, April 21 The criminal
case against Albert Henry Capper, a
man of many aliases, which will soon
conn- - lip for trial before the Wilte
rseizes, Is attracting considerable attention throughout England. Capper
is charged with triple bigamy.
In
1S94. It was slated during the preliminary hearing, he married Mary
Ellen Cook, a single woman, In Cheltenham, with an illegitimate child.
After the marriage Capper blackmailed the alleged father of the child
out of a handsome sum of money, and
disappeared, leaving bis wife and nor
child destitute.
Four years later Capper married
Lillian Mary Watts, a handsome woman In Weeldstone, Middlesex, whom
he deserted after eight months.
Since then she discovered that at the
same time Capper had been courting
another woman in Southgate, to
whom he had promised marriage.
In 1904 Ca)Tr married Alice Ixnilsa
obl.p, a gir
f 19, at Holy Trinity
"nurch,StrXI green. To her, ns to
his other a us. Capper professed
man of deep religious
himself
feeling. He was a regular attendant
at the mission church. Shortly after
the marriage he stole the purse
which his wife kept under her pillow
and deserted her.
In 1905, Capper came to SallsbuiTi
and at once took an active part lu the
Men's Own Brotherhood, a redlgious
Institution connected with the
church. He became a member
of the church, and In August of last
year was wedded to a much respected
widow of the congregation, Mrs.
In December he deserted her,
and a warrant being issued, he was
arrested last week at Carmarthen.

HAS BEEN POSTPONED UNTIL TUESDAY, MAY 1st
In' the meantime, however, we will continue to give options, good until that date. Come
in and make your selection. Over 100 Options now in force.
672 Lots to pick from.
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Hons with which she wore a white hat From this bow
PRETTY FROCK FOR A MISS trimmed
streamers were carwith black and white tips.
ried round under the arme and up to
A gown seen at a late reception was

NEW YORK FASHION LETTER;

of white battlste cloth with openwork embroidery over pink taffeta.
It was cut as a Princess robe fitted to
the figure above and at the waist line,
with a big pink bow decorating the
front of the bust at the center.
:
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Rod-wal-
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DISTRIBUTING DIFFERENT
KIND OF GUN TO ARMY.

Washington, D. C, April 21. The
War Department has about com
pleted the new issue of rifles to the
troops in the United States.
This
marks the passing- of the carbine, bo
weapon
long a
of the cavjiry lianeh
of the service.
Both In.'ar.try a.id
cavalry sre now ).?lng s'lpp1'. '1 vi'l;
the same model of rifle, a mndifica
tion of the model of 1903. This is
about rix Inches shorter than the
Krag, ard about two inches longer
thar the carbine now being discarded
by the cavalry. For the present the
rifles are being used with the rod
bayonet, but liter this will be replaced with the new bayonet, recently decided - . The issue to the
troops in tlY Philippines will follow,
and, when that is done, all the soldiers of the United States army will
be armed alike.
INQUIRIES FO't NUMBER
WAR DESERTERS.
OF CIV
" Washington,' th c.,
April 21. The
War Departnu BePt mtinues to receive
inquiries conole fit the numlwr of
desertions frruildir federal army during the Clvil",;!i
These inquiries
oonie in periodical batches, and are
evidently based on newspaper statistics, to this or that effect, principally
alleging that a certain percentage of
deserters were of this or that nativity. The records in the War Department have not been so kept that
the ntivity of deserters is ascertainable, and any assertions of percentages based on that feature is absolutely untrustworthy, having no positive basis. Noliody knows the actual
number of desertions during the Civil
- "Var, and General F. C. AInsworth,
?a "ie military secrtary of the army,
who keeps the records, estimates that
the- number of actual deserters at the
close of the war was 117,247, and
this makes due allowance for those
incorrectly reported as deserters.
-

PEOPLE COMPLAIN

AT
HEAVY GUN FIRING.
Washington, D. C, April 21. The

War I apartment continues to receive
appeals for relief from persons who
live in the immediate vicinity of the
coast forts. They complain that trie
peace and quiet of their habitations
are disturbed, and that the shock or
jar that attends the firing of the big
guns contributes to the discomfort of
the neighbors of tho coast defense
works. Tile War Department always
takes these complaintli under advisement and submits them to Hie arIn
tillery officer locally Interested.
every case it has been shown that
the complain's have come from peo-plwho have taken advantage of the
bargains offered in real estate located
coas; luris. They got the
else u
land cheap because it. is within the
of sensation, so to speak, of the
big Kims when they are fired.
The
runs must be kept in practice and
target
firing
at
be
:he:y must
at the
lhe proiods prescribed by the War
comDepartment authorities, ami
plaints nuke no difference In the
scheme of maintaining the efficiency
of artillery fire.
e

e

Mrs. Ramblnl, at her parlors, No.
20't West Railroad avenue, is prepared to pive thorough scalp treat
m. nt. do hair drtssing, treat corns,

bullions and ingrowing nalis. She
gives massage trtatnient and manicurpreparation
ing. Mrs. Humbini's
of complexion cnam builds up the
skin and improves the complexion,
and is guaranteed not to be injurious. Shu also prepares a hair tonic
that cures and prevents dandruff and
"nair falling inn: r stores life to deal
lialr; removes moles, warts and superfluous hah'. Also a faco powder, a
freckle cure and pimple ''tire and pile
cure. All of ihcsn preparatb u are
purelv vegetuMu compounds. Have
for
just added a vihrator niachiike
cure of
treatment f scalp, face, and rheuma-'tL-ni,
wrinkles. H is also used for
pains auil massage.
o

New York, April 21. The sun SUMMER MAUVE
shone warm and bright on Palm
many of the new s tyles In
BROADCLOTH
dresses and hats began to make what
'
prepmight be termed "trial trips-- in
aration for the great Easter parade
down Fifth avenue, at which time at
the fashionable churches all the dress
makers, less than the creators, were
there in company with a few others
to take notes.
Truly, it was the "Feast of Flowers'"
to Judge from the hats worn on Easter Sunday in "The Avenue," costing
anywhere from two to three figure
total, over to Grand street, where a
straw was decorated with a
new
red wreath to celebrate
the day. Both creations were marvelous, but in different senses.
Styles have now taken definite
form and Dame Fashion has set her
seal upon certain materials, models
and accessories. Veils, a light weight
canvess, is a most persistent favorite
for first place for spring costumes to
be worn without a coat, all of which
costumes should be made up over a
silk lining, which Is often of a
color.
Another favorits material is the
checked silks; and nn attractive example of a dress made up in this material was on exhibition last week.
A small self checked dove grey silk
was made up over an old rose taffeta
lining. The skirt was circular in cut
with a front panel of triple Inverted
plaits, on the left side of which was
the closing. The waist was of the
surplice order, outlined with two
bands of mirror velvet and ru es of
the silk, opening over a vest of cream
lace, underlaid with pink silk. The
short puffed sleeves were turned back
at tho elbow with a cuff of velvet and
lace. The gloves worn with this costume were long grey glaces; the parasol was covered with the same material as the gown, over pink silk
A handsome mauve broadcloth, of
weight, has satin bands of a
LITTLE GIRL'S SPRING DRESS summer
paler tone, done with heavy hand
work. The close-fittin- g
Jacket has
tho fashionable basque, and the bold
cutaway In front reveals a tiny waistcoat. Tills has sharp points and is
also of the lavender satin.
The heavy hand work in this and
the band which outlines the fronts
and open throat is done with a fine
cord. The buttons upon this coat are
of dull bronze.
The tucked skirt has a plain front
breadth and deep Jointed yoke.
A jaunty leghorn hat is of the sailer variety.
Sun-day.-

so

25-ce- nt

10-ce- nt

con-trast-

wit'i a big pink chou on the handles;
and the hat was a much twisted
plaque of grey crinoline lifted at the
left side showing a long pink plume.
Another material that is again to
the front Is Foulard, especially the
variety called Hadiatit Foulard, and
a molt: useful material for semi-dresoccasions has jet to be found. Most
of lhe Foulards lave small conventional designs, pin dots, shadow spots,
and numbers of pin stripes are been.
nuue tieipieiitly
Odd colors are
seen this spring than c.ui remember
having seen for many
back
peculiar blues, old ros", iiie r
browns, lilacs ami greens
that take up beck to tie cedar cheats
in our grandmother's ai'ic
Some one has asked me if the elbow slci vc v ill again be worn this
summer. It w ill. H is uni'. orsally
worn and necessitates the wearing of
l.iii-gloves, eit Id r of silk or glace.
is to have
A rather newer feature
under sleeves of embroidery, or an
ctra tuck'M curt' of the same ma
'For spring u.ar, ior a little girl of t. rial, to be ins. tted fur morning
S, a pretty frock
f clucked and wear.
Of eolll.se, win n these cuffs
plain oyster white voile. The broad are wor:i a shun
glove is
coil ir and the plain panels of the used.
W'hi:- - speak:;..'
skirl are out of the simpler
cf gloves. I must
w bile lie chock is i fleeted by alterof a lo w i.b a that was shown
tell
nating bars of warm brown an I deep me the other da- in the elb.e.v length.
parts and atFn rich bill!-The gioxe was in
Multi-- e
at the wri.-t-.
lace giv.s a ilia y air to tache by tiny
to
this childi-d- i t:.xk, hands of it being which allowed tie- band poi-iemend
used on the i ego of t.ie wide collar
while ;ha' which
ns a dei ration upon the the arm r met -d in place
and al.-eve was rcVel
pan. Is of the skirl.
An old and pte'ty
The guliupe and low r portions of tho uther day. uh.cil w mil le t'.iiuk-f'lli- y
rc
the s! eves arc of Hue Frct, b lavn
hi d by t'.- - stout -; woman,
bear
embroidery.
lifl. Ii tl .'I'.n-too t'eshv to
of a dark
It vie n...
A bit of color is givi n the frock
her waist l:n
d
lltor-- w
ly tin l. !t and r ise'tes, which are bill- - C..SI Utile
h't'V'Ilv
of dull old rose velv.t an I (lowers if b!.l( k sotruehe and
''tfl. to the
The sleeves . e a
the
tmie surround the tlap-iine top, ati I
depth of four In. If hat.

;

below this and covering the whole of
the under sleeve portion was a close- fitting straight, gauntlet sleeve, ending at the elbow in a narrow braid
baud. The waist has a Btraight plastron front, bordering on each side
with braid and buttons, the closing
being made on the left side. The neck
Is round, with a shallow turned-ove- r
collar, bordered with the braid above'
which was a laco chemisette and
standing collar. The skirt was 'an extremely plain circular made, having
an Inverted plait back and front and
the front is outlined with bands of
tho braid, and buttons outside of that
The dress made of cheviot, linen or
mohair is especially suited to the
The separate waist is again to be
the shops are showing
numlers of beautiful ones for nil sorts
of wear; hand embroidered linens,
lace insertions and ribbons, Victoria
lawns, India linens, Persian lawns,
lintistee and organdies, which all may
be made very plain or elaborate by
the lack or addition of trimming. In
laundering these waists, do not put
them through a heavy s'tarch which
will give them a laundered unnatural
look at once, but put them through a
thin starch water, let dry, then thoroughly dampen: first iron on the
wrong side and then on therlght; and
the China waists should be ironed
immediateely after putting through
the starch water as this gives them a
look of continued newness.
The newest skirt is of tho circular
fl
variety. It is lacking in
any fullness around the hips as the
fullness begins only a little way above
the knees and is thus a boon to the
woman, and by the way
tho narrow width cloth is the better
material to seek as it cuts to better
advantage. It has a seam at the cen
tre front which Is concealed under
plaits and Is closed at the back gore
under an applied
The new "College Flouso" will be
liked for warm summer days. It Is
made with two tucks on each side of
the front, utitched to tho bust, under
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full-hipp- ed

box-pla-
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lace of a delicate corn color.
The 6klrt has box pleats, held in
place with stitching, and insertions of
lace in three varying widths run beneath these pleats. Two rows of the
lace finish the skirt at tho bottom.
The bodice is made with a plastron,
broad at tho shoulders and narrow at
the waist line. Upon tho shoulders
are largo circles of the Insertion,
while this is used In perpendicular
lines from the bust to the lelt. The
sleeves are puffed lace, with bands of
If Satterfleld's little picture doesn't
tho linen.
make an ache in your breast, it is
you havo forgotten,
have a
the second of which there are darts mistaken idea that your and
life began
which take up the unnecessary full- when you were 21, and your
whiskers
ness. The sleeves are of three-quartwc;re budding, and you began to talk
length having pointed or rounded about "my office,"
and "our business,"
cuffs and a low turned-ove- r
collar and criticise tho policy
of the mayor.
with rounded or pointed fronts to
If you don't get fun before you pass
match tho cuffs. The waist is closed 20, you might as well
t"
Join the
at tho front with button holes and
club. You can do a lot of
pearl buttons. A fancy Windsor tie things that
produce temporary pleascompletes the waist. I saw a number ure, but
real, care-freJubilant,
of these waists made up of different laughing the
fun comes at a time when
colored linens stitched In a contrast- you wouldn't swap an alder polo
and a
ing color or white.
can of worms
Charlie Schwab's
lint I must tell you about some of 13,000,000 home. for
the gowns worn at the wedding of
It i9 youth that docs It. The sunMiss Ktttlt Hacon last week. The
shine Is the same. now. The skies are
bride wore a soft clinging robe of lib- as
blue as tljey were la the old days.
erty satin flounced with filmy lace.
The breeze that sweeps over the
The bodice had a round yoke and un apple
orchard is still laden with won
billed stock of the lace and the sleeves
perfume, and tho wild flowers
wore full lace flounces over puffs. derfulgrow
In the w inds, even while
With this was worn a draped veil still
caught with real orange blossoms, you toll at a desk and grow round- and ti new idea was the carrying of a shouldered and gray trying to make
single while tulip blossom slipped be- a few per cent mora than you did In
tween the pages of her prayer book.
The gown of the inntron of honor!
was constructed of a dull soft shade
MERCHANT TAILORING
of blue- cloth decorated with white
lace. TI. e skirt trailed slightly and1 UPSTAIRS;
OVER NO. 209 WEST
RAILROAD
had thro lace flounces laid on flat..!
AVENUE, O. BAMBINI, PROPRIETOK.
The lode- - was made with a coat cf-- 1
feet the skirts of which were about1
My mercnant tailoring sriop Is uf
ei'- 'ieeu inches deep and of the same'
lenitii ail around. The sleeves were ?Ulrs over No. 20U West Kailroad aveof dhow length, finished in flat nue, where I solicit the patronage of
,. effect,
slightly puffed. The 'ho public. All work guaranteed flrat
tl
bat iiiiru wi'h this costume was of the; class, as I have had fifteen years' ei
made
na;t"W toi:.( brm and pointed front! perlence In the business. L .
cleaned, pressed and
.vie trimmed wi'h great flat chous hi oiutr. c'lotfits
use will not
The specific
of etiil'f on tulle and line plumes. The.
l.aJIcs' garment
two lit1!'' flower girls were dressed inj injure the cloth.
white mull over yellow silk made in also cleaned and walking skirts mad
lace yokes and to order. Give mo a trial.
Kin pile style with
(). 1IA.V1UINI'llnw sashes gave a
mill
berth.
pretty color completion to the dimple, Caught Cold Whileo- Hunting a Burgfov.tis. The bridesmaids wore light'
lar.
s of chiffon
vi
broadcloth and
blue
l.atiorgan, provinMr. Win. Thos
lnoe.nl of boupuets carried blue par-- 1 cial constable at Chapbau, Ontario,
as. lis to match the gown.
says: "1 caught a Severe cold while
gowns had skirts that barely bunting
Tina burglar in the forest swamp
esc i; d the (.'round and Kton coats, last fall.
Hearing of CliambTlaiu's
bi 'Mi
and coat being decorated Cough Remedy,
triad Ir, and after
!ai I on ia a key pattern. using two
witii
was comstna.l utiles,
The shirts had three or four Inch pletely cured." Tliis rimedy is
stiiel. e to- beneath the
Ii t
d especially
fur coughs and
is
catl.e to the top of the colds.
It wj'.l loosen in,
relieve a
belt an left a little of the blouse to severe cold ill less time ttian by any
be e. u which later were made of other treatment and is a favorite
lac- - with a jihot of the same showing wherever Its superior excellence has
where the coat opened at the neck. become known, l'or stile l;v all drugTh.'h.its wen of a deep bhado of gists.
cv
cream h horn wiMi blue tulle
IF YOU
TO ENJOY A
WANT
iu ;.t the back and trimmed in
the ft 't' and si!-- - with large b!u COOD SUNDAY DINNER, PATRONFIFTY-CENTh- - i
mother wore a IZE THE REGULAR
w.tiL'
gauze trimmed, SUNDAY
DINNER
At ZEIGER'S
dies- - ,.f etc. chiffon
in t!a' tl" ti ci s oi b'ack lace medal-- ! RESTAURANT TOMORROW.
er
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BLACK OVER PALE BLUE

1905.
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Is a way to live the old
days over. There ia the boy. Sometimes when you are cross and you
say "don't and "no" for no reason,
except your liver, he wonders if you
have forgotten that once upon a time
you were as he is now.
Let him have his fun. Ixt him lv
in his dreams. Make him go fishing,
and if he wants to elt on tho bank,
or the dock, cr beside an old pool
until dusk comes and the frogs croke
and the night birds shriek, and you
are sure that the air is full of pneumonia, and you wonder why a lad
should want to endure all sorts of
hardships and call it, fun
HEM EMBER!

For his days ,f sunshine are not
He'll grow up and go cut Into
tho world quickly, to give him as
many good times as you can, and
Hirnii) day, Ood bless you, you'll be
glad.
long.

BETABELES EN EL VALLE
DEL RIO ARKANSAS
SE NECESITARAN

under
sleeves are
a deep
.U
'
bread and is
nolle tracery.
cross at the
'he shoulders.
and blue.
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at the
decorated'
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TRABAJADORES PARA

PRONTO
EL

Y CULTIVO.

cult varan l".oin acres de beta-holpara la AMERICAN
HEIST
SCC.AR COMPANY, por los sembra-dorc- s
en la vecinidad do Lamar,
Prowers, Uis Animas, Rocky Kurd,
Mauziinola y Fowler. Se neccsitaratl
denes do homhrcs y muchachos par.t
Irahajar en lus campos do betalieles.
S.

I

es

l.os sembrailores pagaran 13 centavoa
por bora a los une trabajen por ilia,
pero seria prefnible conratar por
acre, pues, los contratos result. 'in line)
remiinerativos para los trabajadorrs.
Los trabajadores s alimentan a sil
propla cuonta. El trabajo princip'ara
a fines de Mayo. Para inforniarse en
detalle escrlbau.se a la AMERICAN
MEET Sl'CAR COM PAN V. Lamar.
Colorado.
Trabajadores
solteros u
familias llegando al valle aproximad-aiuent- o
el lla 20 do Mayo, proeuraran
tamblen trabaj ) ventajoso.
AMERICAN
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silk Is a
bids for

blue taffeta,
skirt is a
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You often wonder if it Is worth
That is because you still have

a heart.
Uut there

-

c
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pretty frock for the miss of

is of white India-- linen trimmed witn

five-gore-

-

tu

T.

worn;- and
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MAJOi-PAYZAN-

office.
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CATHERINE

LET THE BOY HAVE HIS FUN

s

f.i!-ri-

the centre of the back and there tied
with a bow and allowed to
In
great streamers. The elbow fall
Bleevea
were of the putted variety with capes
of embroidery falling over them at the
shoulders.

AMERICAN

HEIST SCOAR CO.
Kockv Ford, Colo.
HEIST Sl'OAH CO.
Lamar, Colo.

Cons' ipatloti caiisi-l- i ht-- lache, nausea, (liziness, languor, heart palpitation.
Prattle physi. s gripe, sicken,
weaken the bowi U and don't cure.
loan's lit gulets act gently and cure
constipation.
Twnry tivo cents. Ask;
your druggist.
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ing, and shrinkage of interior causes cracking of exterior."
Professor Milne of London: "An upheaval in the interior of the earth."
Professor Davidson, University of California: "Direction of the disturbance ran from north to south."
"Due to the
Professor Goode, Chicago University:
Rocky mountains, which are gradually rising."
Professor Van Hiso, University of Wisconsin: "San
Francisco Is dangerously located, and will always be
subject to severe shocks."
Professor Holland, Carnegie Institute: "Trouble Is
due to Mount Tacoma."
Professor Pearson. Yale: " All California may be
shattered by aa earthquake at any time."
Professor Wright, Yale: "Caused by earthquakes
now going on In Japan and Formosa,"
Professor Tot ten. former Yale prophet: "The whole
universe is wound up for disaster." Denver Times.
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Consul Keene of Geneva makes the following report
regarding efforts that have been made at Geneva and
other points In Switzerland to suppress the annoyance
resulting from dust raised on roads traveled by motor
cars. The consul says:
"Motor car dust Is a perennial pest which renders
living In suburban and country houses situated on important roads most unhealthy and uncomfortable. I am
informed that it has been found Impossible of late to
either lease or sell certain villas in the French Rivera.
and that the paradise of the motorist has become tho
inferno of the lnhabltatns.
Public opinion in Switzerland, desiring to put a stop to a state of affairs so objectionable, founded In 190 4 the Swiss league against
road dust, and already good results are shown. After
several trials on different roads and streets in Geneva,
both tho cantonal and municipal authorities applied anti-dnpreparations on .Ki.oeo square meters of road (110,-'11- 0
feet). The spring was most unfavorable for nnii-dtiapplications, and tho material and preparations
were not obtained by tho authorities until the middle of
August last. .
The preparations mostly used have been hot coal
tar, and, in less quantity, hot 'Lainbereier asphaltine'
(manufactured in Geneva), which Is found efficient, but
expensive, and gas tar with water. Westrumite and
upulvite have not given the good results which were ex
peeled. In general, however, the results have boon
satisfactory, and the treatment will be continued next
year. Private proprietors have also applied
t
preparations on the-- busy roads passing their country
ouses."
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Nothing more
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was to have loon
by the Ladles of the
Giand Army of the Republic, ha
been post p. ned. owing to the disaster
at San Francisco, many of tho mom-h- i
is ha vim; rclativts or dear friends

The 8'ndal

given

toni-'-

Miat

ht

sian Blouse Style with
Bloomer Pants, dtdtdt

The reguthe stricken districts.
lar mooting of the Ladies of the G. A.
II. will lie held tonight, at 7:;i'i o'clock
of
in Odd Fellows' hall. Ry order
L'tta R. Allison, secretary.

My store is headquar-

-

The regular meeting of the Wom
an s club was iiom yesteruay auer-noont their rooms in the Commercial club building. The roll call was
responded to by each member nam
ing her favorite dish. Mrs. Marlon
Wilson, of Chicago, rendered a vocal
solo in a very acceptable manner.
shortly after which she discussed, in
a very learned way, "The Value of
Miss Sallle King
Deep Rreathing."
discussed "The Needs of School Sanitation," advising physical culture in
all departments of high school work.
Mrs. Ackerman talked on "Duty and
Custom," In an entertaining manner.
The mooting as a whole, was a very
successful me. The matter of the
new club house, to be built in the
near future, was not taken up at yes
terday's meeting, but the matter is
going ahead as fast as it Is practicable, and it Is only a matter of time
until the Woman s club of Albuquerque has quarters of Its own that will
compare favorably with any cuius
quarters In the city.

ters for Boys' and Chil-

n

dren's Clothing, Hats,
Caps, Shoes and Shirts
8

Fine

Clothing and
Furnishing!
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THE FARRAND

Northeast corner

Self-Playi-

Piano

ng

mnkf.3 it possible for this desire
not toll you more about It?

to be completely gratified.

May we

See the Farrand Cecilian
Piano and tho genuine
HIGH GRADE CHICKERING BROS.' PIANO.
Self-Playi-

a

1

a?

St. John'j Episcopal Church Corner of Fourth street, and Silver avenue
Holy Communion, 7:30 a. m.; Sunday
school, 10 a. m; Morning prayer, litany
and sermon, It a. m.; evening prayer
and sermon. 7:30 p. m. The music will
be the samo as on Faster day. All
seats free. A. G. Harrison, pastor.
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THE SQUARE MUSIC DEALERS.

Exclusive Representatives
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206 West Gold Avenue.
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Episcopal Rev. J. C.
Rolling. I). D., pastor.
The Sunday
school meets at U:45. A cordial invitation is extended to strangers.
Morning worship nt 11 a. m. ; with
sermon by Rev. O. R. Miller of Washington, li. C., on "Good Tidings From
tlio National Capital;" the Fpworth
League at 7 p. in., loader J. II. Griest;
evening service with sermon by the
pastor at 8 o'clock. A welcome for
all. Strangers cordially Invited. The 0
church is located on the comer of
avenue, and South Third street.
Iad
There will be special music at both 0
services.
Methodist
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EASE

There is an inherent love of music In all of us, and most of us have
ofttlmea earnestly wished wo could not only have 'the pleasure of
listening to music but could make it for ourselves.

Elks'
First Presjyterian Church
opera house. Services at 11 n. m., and
p. 111.; morning subject, "For Me
to Live Is Christ," Phil. 1.21; evening
subject, "Moral Lessons from a Groat
Calamity." Special music at service.
All welcome. 'Hugh A. Cooper, pastor.

1

GREATEST

Piano

Self-Playin- g

of Gold avenue and Rroadwa,v. Sundayschool at 10 a. m.; morning worship at
11, sermon on "Lessons
From the
Great Disaster;" offering for relief of

anti-dus-

Clothing and
Furnishings

said of the latest and most wonderful automatic
musical instrument in the world

Services
CHRISTIAN SCIENCE
held at Commercial club building Sunday at 11 a. ni.; Sunday school at
9:45.

sufferers; evming service nt

Fine

INTERPRETATION PERFECT!

WHERE TO WORSHIP

Christian Church

or Rus-

devised-Sai- lor

in
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becom-

ing to the average small
boy than the BLOUSE
SUIT has .ever been

t

st

O
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clety of the Presbyterian cnurcn mei
this aft rue .u at tho homo of Mrs.
Pitt Itoss, l.'Pi West Railroad a volute, at which time a very Interesting meet ina- was hold and much busl-ii- !
impii: tance to t;ie society
ss of
ransactcd.

st

eocoooooooooooooocoooooooooooo
General Movemracirat to
Smnijjrove City Partis

A

Tho W emu's Christian
nee t'nlc'i In M an interesting business nieeti!'!: ; the home of Mrs.
Iball this iiMnii.) n, nt which time!
a large tni:".bcr of members were'
I
nn sent.

American Civic Association.

The volcanic and earthquake disturbance was lnitiat
ed at Mount Vesuvius in Italy ten days ago. Saturday
the Island of Formosa was shattered, 15,000 lives lost
130,000,0011 of property destroyed, changing the geograph
of that particular part of the earth's surface. Yesterday
San Francisco on the Pacific coast received its initial
shock followed by fearful destruction.
Here Is a remarkable fact. The seismic disturbance
is moving from west easterly on exactly the same latl
"le. Draw a line from Vesuvius to Formosa, and thence
"to" San Francisco on J'our nia" and you will observe this
remarkable fact.
,
It is likewise- notable that Italy, the 'Island of For
mosa and the region stricken on the Pacific coast art,
three of the most delightful climates and most attractive
physical conditions on earth, all three enjoying perpetual
summer. Tucson Star.
.
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Dust Plague Corses

and
its
special service the Times is able to present to Its readers
the opinions of the leading scientists of the world on the
cause of the fearful San Francisco disaster, its effect and
the possibility of further earthquakes following. Briefly
these opinions are as follows:
Professor Howe, Denver university: "Earth is cool-
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Say
Wlhat Scientists
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nine-tenth-

"Whoso seeth his brother have need and shuttcth up
the bowels of his compassion against him, how can the
love of God dwell In him?" On tomorrow, as the people
of Albuquerque, in the enjoyment of peace and prosperity, enjoy their holy day of rest, let them remember
stricken San Francisco and the above teaching of our
holy religion, and then let every one lay by for this work
of relief "as God has prospered him." Albuquerque's
offering should be largo and prompt.
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Maxim Gorky lias announced that tho purpose of his
visit to America is tt raise funds to aid tho revolutionists
S.'n of his country.
Owing to the a? founding and benumbing effect
Gorky Is tho Jack London of Russia. Of tho peasant
Francisco's horrible calamity upon the American people,
class, from tho poorest of the poor, he represents the subtlio president's late speech, delivered nt Hie corner-ston- e
s
of Russia. Ho was a tramp, a me
laying for tho congressional office building, has no: re- merged
ceived from the general public tlio iiltentiim which its chanic, and is now a writer whoso fame Is only second
character and contents so fully demand. And In the on- to that of his fellow countryman, Count Tolstoi.
Coming up from the dregs by sheer force of ability
rush of event, which so emphatically characterizes this
day and country, there is much reason to fear that the and talent, while Tolstoi voluntarily went from the nopublic mi nil will not, to any considerable extent, go back bility to the peasantry, he is both like and unlike him in
Ins writings. He Is not nn ascetic as is Tolstoi, nor a beand resume its interrupted consideration and assimilation of this remarkable utterance of the nation's chief liever in communistic government. Rut he pictures wi'li
magistrate remarkable alike In the diagnosis or existing the vividness of personal knowledge, and In all their
nakedness the terrible degradation and misery of
evils and in the proposed drastic remedies.
the sod and the reaping the peasantry and the slums, which Includes all the RusRut 1lic resident
must come, even though it shall bo In the bye and bye. sian people, except tho nobility, for that unfortunate ruin- His bold proposal to subject the great fortunes to taxation! try has no middle class.
in Piich a way as to prevent their inheritance or trans
Gorky's strong pen pictures of Russian misery cer
mission in their entirety is the most radical remedy proAs one critic has said, yon
posed by a public loader of this generation. And yet, if tainly a are
reajl Gorky." If by his perstrong
to
need
stomach
a
legislation
fixing
way
in
he shall bo able to lead the
as ho has his readers,
sonality
can
he
arouse
hearers,
his
limit to great fortunes, he will have done more to deprive
may effect all he hopes for his struggling countrymen
agitators of their vocation and to prevent the spreading he
in this haven of all tho oppressed, this refuge to which
of unrest and class hatred than anything that has boon
all
the misgoverned and downtrodden peoples of the
country.
done in the history of the
so naturally and so Invariably turn for aid and for
irth
Impulse,
It is said that with bid usual earnestness of
succor, that it has ceased to be even a matter for
the president will send a message on the subject to congress. If he shall do this, the question will again be
brought before the people in a way which must attract to
1t the attention it deserves. There can be no doubt that
it will be difficult to carry out in practice the idea of a
progressive inheritance tax. Rut the way for such a
federal law can bo found. The income tax law, which is
ojF
along the same lines, would be on the statue books today
ljut for the vote of a single judge of the supreme court.
nerve-rackin-

x-x-
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store

is to clean up stock
once yearly and open
s eason with new goods.
THE NAME

0
0

0
"The improvements that are under way hi the South
Park district, in Chicago, are vast In their scope. With
XN
in the last three years they have spent $G,o00,000 in pro
0
vlding and equipping from ten to sixty acres in urea. Each
is equipped with buildings and indoor gymnasiums with
physical culture Instructors and lecture rooms. Chicago,
0
or rather Cook county, is preparing to acquire 47,ouij
acres as a forest reserve, a few miles north and somliwos
r- z z-- z-x
z z z z- -z x
0
of tho rltv limits. Tills resvrvo Is to be maintained in
O
its natural condition ns a woodland" park.
0
Highland
Methodist Church :V-"New York, Of course, has the greatest park system
pastor.
both In tho amount of money expended and in natural South Amo street, G. M.n.Soldo, preachni.;
Sunday school at '.1:45
lieauties. They are adding to their holdings in the ing at 11 a. m. to the children; Junior 0
0
Rronx and along the Hudson river. Raltimore spends League at 3 p. m.; Senior League at
of this sum is 7 p. in.; preaching nt r. 4j p. m.. All
$l,0titi.0o0 annually on its parks. One-ha0
derived eacli year from the street railway company. The who can are earnestly solicited to at- 0
corporation, under tho terms of its franchise, pay that tend each service of the day. Strangmuch directly Into the park fund. The rest is secured by ers made welcome.o:
0
0
CoiaiaectLiOEa
a
tax levy. Raltimore is improving its parks and trying
occupies
Francisco
.
San
fact
that
Is
siuniflcent
t
a
It
Baptist Church Sunday school at V
a few boulevard connections.
9:iiii; preaching at 11 a. 111. and r.6 0
a position on the earth's surface almost exactly opposite to make Philadelphia
the Fairniotint Park holdings are
111.; Young People's meet 1113 at e:"e
that of Naples. A line drawn straight through the globe being"Inincreased. This park, which was originally 1,40 p.
p. m.
would approximately terminate in thos two fated cities.
ad-vertisin- g.
Park, now cov"MORNING SEHWCE.
0
0
Although they are not quite longitudinally opposite, the acres in area, little larger than the Swope
Improvement Organ Prelude Cortege
largest
Washington
In
the
acres.
ers
4.000
Sau
of
20
while
east,
that
longtitude of Naples being
Ling
Miller
Russell
contemplating is to change the Mall. It is i.'iw)
Francisco is 120 west, their latitude near forty north- -is thev are
0
0
feet wide and extends from the Capitol to the Potomac Organ Offertory Pastorale
practically the same.
Gustav Merkel
side
buildings
along
each
group
public
planned
to
is
It
theory,
My
for
a
basis
the
furnish
O
however,
facts,
The
Abtneni
Praise the
reserve the center snaco Igr a. parkway with a double
j o' x x z x x x z x
Marker 0.
j?9? x.'&iTi.Zii:::.Soul
0
that the seismic disturbance gave such terrible en- and
system
In
roadway
about
is
nlaza.
and
Ruffalo's
nark
Choir.
ergy to the Initial point in the center of the earth, and
in
park
its
completion
ours,
and
as
Mr. Collister. Soloist.
was felt in San Francisco later than the Vesuvian erup- tlie same state of
0
have
3000 pairs men's fine shoes
Pracludium No. 7
sin t
tion bnly because there was greater resistance in the di come is about the ame. Scarcely any boulevardsaceom- - Organ Post hide
Rach
been
has
In
Cleveland
much
not
started.
Men
i
forming
a
which
vent
rection of our west coast, Vesuvius
con
EVENING SERVICE.
1000 pairs women's fine shoes
0
reduced, but did not neutralize the force that bore toward plished. Some park reservations are in course of
0
as otus Oruan Prelude Andante No. 2 in A
not
are
nearly
advanced
struction,
hut
nan
far
to
i
on
s
ban
which
crust
rancisco
earth
A'
part
the
of
.
that
Smart
Major
of boulevards they have none. In St. Ixiiiis about all Organ Offertory Andante No. 3....
1000 pairs misses' and children's fine
insecurely rested since its foundation. lienver l'ost.
0
they are doing is to restore Forest Park, which the
Smart 0
speak Anthem -- "Comforter Divine". .Cliaflin
Globe Democrat: San Francisco is too groat lu its World's Fair marred. Thev have no boulevard to
shoes.
Choir.
commercial position and resources to bo checked or per- of."
0
Rrown-GibbSoloist.
ol
Martha
"7
Mr.
tide
Its
visitation.
double
by
v,!Sftf
this
manently crippled
11
Organ
No.
XPo.v
XPraeludhini
X
lutli
-ZX
Z
Z
OLD?
X
A
possesZ
13
WOMAN
Z
WHEN
1
-i
business fur outweighs in value any of k other
Rach 0
g
Trouble is brewing among the members of the 011ng
sions. That remains ltu'aot, and will go on inr
0
O
c-And
n
heiirni. fhicauo.
ii
si.nwiiiv .1 ii.,u- V im.,
Probably the only lasting effect f the calamity will be
RroadOn
Conyi
Church
icjational
me'.io,.;; 1:1 ih little wonderl A clause in their constitution has been way, ;i the end tit the vtauuci, jiev.
some modifications in building plans
pre;, d bv ;!:,- it.. v. M. J. Fitzsimmons to mean that .1. V. Perron, pastor. Sunday school
r in
0
busiest centers of the city. No American tit.y ha.- 4
are no longer young and thero-1..- at I'M'., topic, "Jesus the Sinners'
beeu irretrievably damaged by earthquake or tire. Char- !.t.! s who l:ao p.is-eworst
no longer eligible to active membership. The
Fiitui," morning service at 11 0
leston, S. C, was much damaged a few year auo, but
the o'clock, i;e pastor will speak on "The
0
went right ahead courageously, and few traces remain of ,1 all. tin- luli'ig can be strictly enforced, because kept
Hestiny of Man."
Origin. Nature
its shake, which was more violent and prolonged than registry of births, beptisms and confirmations is
The fallowing musical selections will 0
house.
that in San Francisco. Chicago and Raltimore were in th.- parish
0
red by i be choir:
Is it strange that the ladies protest, and that, i'u'ly be r,
V
largely wiiml out by conflagration, but were restored in
Triumphant March
Organ Prelude
o
resign?
Of
7'
hi
nt
out
the
to
considerable
threaten
a
ever.
Si.
Louis
had
A11' in :;.
better shape than
Vhristlan, tlio Morn Breaks 0
wrestle with a tornado, but it took only a few months to course, there is no disgrace In old age rather honor in
Sweetly O'er Thee."
0
which
age
over
things
is
one of the very few
Sol,
lu- t For Today". Miss O lleron
put matters to rights. San Francisco will be itself again it. Our
0
are
wo have no control whatever
OlTei
and for which we
in at most a year or two.
Y. P.
neither to lie blamed nor credited. Old age is honor
C. F. at C:3n, led by Mrs.
0
evening service at
New Mexican: President Roosevelt's address till the able because it s the result of long right living. Tho Prod lb ling;
0
It 7:.'' il e pastor will give a briet adxieions. the caieli-sand the slothful never attain it.
"Much Rake" has set the entire Uuited States
dress nn "Thoughts Suggested by the
0
not only upon the subject of t he necessity of more string- is by right living, bv obedient observance of the laws: San Francisco Farthiiiake." An ottbe
to
seem
only
nature,
0
we
old,
of
not
journals
bo
to
that
yellow
live
but
irresponsible
tho
ent libel laws to reach
ering win be taken for the purpose of
who delight In throwing mud, but also upon the advisab- younger than we reallv are. It Is just as much a matter of si'iii'.ir.g; two cases of blankets for
0
CO
is
it
as
the si. ti. rs of this stricken city.
ility of a graded Income and inheritance tax. No doubt of pride for one to look and f. like 40 at
0
'.m.
will
at
program
a
to
be
one
hale
plank
The
embody
will
musical
Slowing
republican
platform
national
next
the
Though there is no disgrace in growing old, there Is bo n n I, red by some of the best voapproving such a tax and will thus rob the socialistic
0
0
program of a feature that would have had unusual decided ineo'nvt nieuce in it, economically, physically and calics .,( the city:
Oigin
March
from
Bridal
not
Prelude
socially. Tho woman who feels 4d naturally does
strength in the eyes of the people.
IteK. r, .,
I ke to ho classified
and associated, with women w ho fool Atitli'
0
in
"Thou Wilt Kei p
0
if she Is bright and young iii spirit she wants to
iJiss Vegas Optic: Inexpressibly sad as is tho swal- tin.
C.ilTe..
Pcrie.t
Feace
lowing up In a few hours tho accumulated wealth of continue to bo so regarded by bright and young people. Mr.--. A is, Miss Marton. Mr. llethcr-- .
years, yet this loss is not Irreparable. San Francisco has Vanity reaUy has little part In it. The woman's happi
mii, Mr. II. llullard.
NOTICE.
Tomo Unto Me and Rest "...
been razed to its foundations, it Is true, but the pluck ness and her sympathetic relationship with the young Lie
Wholesale liquor and Oar Dealers
&
Ilishoff
I am prepared to take parties of any
and persistants land energy of the splendid men who and vigorous depend on it. She has a right to insist that
mountains,
iugton.
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any
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age
and
This
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number
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Agents
she
the
shows.
will
taken
build
at
she feels and
Exclusive
another
for Yellowstone and O. F. C. WUiskie. Moet k.
Imilt Sun Francisco can and
S
Mr Iletherington.
during the coming season, in my wagChampagne, St. Louis A. B. C Bohemian and
Chandon
White
Seal
The talk of place to argue whether the Young Ladies' Sodality rule
on the ruins of tho old.
Francisco
(nfi i'. ,,
Ave Maria Sudds.
onette, the Minnehaha," at reasonaJos. Schlitz Milwaukee Bottled Beera, and owner and distributor
abandoning the city on the magnificent harbor by the is sound or not. Rut it Is appropriate to observe any'''
L. C WARDYVKLL.
ie Andante, A. Thayer.
ble rates.
of the Alavarado Whiskey. Write for our Illustrated Catalogue aad
Golden Gate is idle San Franciseo will be rebuilt. San where, in any connection, and at any time, that
823 South Arno street.
Invitation to .11 to the
I'.uty
Price List. Automatic Telephone, lyy. dalearooni, 111 flouta Flrit
are
others
younger
hardy
who
wjiuen
some
00
be
are
so
the
not
but
the
at
than
above ervices and to opportunity to
Francisco can be spared if must
Street, Albuquerque, New MexU.
40,
at
have a perfect right to be so classified.
belli t!..
Try a Citizen want ad.
people who dwelt there.
at San Francisco.
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best shoes but it stands
equally for honest
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Our window display will
give you an inkling of the

-

1

shapes that stylish dressers
will wear, but come in and
carelully inspect the shoes
themselves. We feel confident that if you are a man
who wants the best money
can buy we will have your
trade.
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SHOE STORE
121 Railroad Ave.
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JOSE BACA FIGURES
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GRAND PROGRAM ARRANGED FOR

JAIL-BREA- K

IZTT HiNe

EDWARD

body

Records.

sun shlnos 1. Waltzes Fori est Echoes
Albuquerque the
A. C. Maresli
brhrhtlv. the days are slorious and.
1
'"'"PP urcneHira
i,.i ...imm mtiitp,l nnd liannv. '
,
Kranclsco tht ovposlto codi- erui
'
ir"tore
H"ns rrevnil. Hundreds of homes tin J.
rieane and J. M. HethorlnKton.
3.
meHarp
Solo
Selected
n.;lHT. the city a burned, ruined
Mrs. Pe Wolfe.
tropolis and thousands of people
4. Vocal
Solo
Dry
"O
Those
l, eninc
in the
th
Tears,"
rel lthgo
,.
.
.,
,
,.
.... ,
Oil
.Mrs.
"le,
im
Flora B. Alters.
'"l".
everywhere, without coverings, withWith Cello Obligate.
out the necessities of life nnd many 5. l'iano Solo
of their loved ones and friends among
(a) Fantasy, Op. 2S Allcglo
the mass of dead. To help these
Mendelssohn
stricken and starving people a benefit
(b) Novelette, Op. 21 .. Schumann
concert has been arranged. The opT.
L. Krebs.
Prof.
era house has been donated for the 6. Male Quartet "The Song That
occasion. The best talent obtainable
My
Reached
Heart ....A. W. Beane
in Albuquerque has been secured, ser- - Messrs Beane, Hetherington,
Baker
vices iree. iu xuenene program, unand Maynard.
der the supervision of Rev. J. C. Rol7. Cello Solo
lins, of the First Methodist Episcopal
(a) Romance
B. Tribei
church, who originated the movement,
(a) Gavotte, tip. 112
S. Lee
and who Is working strenuously to
A.
J.
Blondln.
make the concert a financial success, 8. Reading
Selected
and artistic as well, that the sufferers
Prof. J. H. Crum.
in ban hrancisco may know that Al- -; 9. Vocnl Solo Mt iji.iv'n nownr
buquerque, the metropolis of New!
."
Temple
Mexico, has not forgotten them, has;
Mrs. Washburn "
been arranged, and will he rendered 10 Piano Duett Allegro and An- Tuesday evening. April 24. in Elks'
dante from Fifth Symphony
opera house. Lest we forget!
The
Beethoven
San Francisco sufferers need assist-- ; Mrs. Rosa Futrelle Gideon and Miss
ance and need it badly. Tickets are'
Nellie Pratt.
only $1. Every resident of this little 11. Ladles' Quartet "Annie Lau- city, which is enjoying prosperity,
rie,"
Dudley Buck
while San Francisco lies ruined should Mrs. Harrison, Mrs. McDonald
Mrs.
purchase a ticket, even though it be
Miller Mrs. Washburn
Impossible to attend the concert, to 12. Violin Solo
Selected
assist such a worthy cause. Lest we
prof. Di Mauro
forget, San Francisco needs our aid, 13. Bridal Chorus from.. .'
and needs it badly. Let everyone!
"Tne Rose Maiden"
come to the rescue.
s. Houghton, Director
Following Is the program (subject! 14. Vocal Solo
Selected
to change) for Tuesday night at the,
j. m. Hetherington.
opera house. The program will begin 15. March "The Poll,".V. G Boenlrln
promptly at 8:15 o'clock. No reserved Accompanists, Miss Nellie Pratt Ed.
'
seats and no encores:
Grunsfeld.
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Special Correspondence. '
Mesllla Park, N. M., April 20. Friday was the best day for field snorts
that the college has had in the last
three or lour years. The weather
was Idial In every respect and there1
was a large and enthusiastic crowd
on tho field to witness the breaking
of s many records as possible.
Had taeie Uen no records broken
the boys would probably have felt!
that their c nscientlous training was'

v.

j

'

ft
ft'

ft
ft
ft
ft
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coin-lodg-

e
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Miss

2. Vocal

Solo

Clothard.
"Jane Jones''

Mr.
3.

Reading

'.

j

Selected'

CIVIL SERVICE

V.

King

The United States civil service coin- mission
announces an examination to
Comes O'er
Duet "Wnen
be held in this city on May
to sethe' Plains"
cure eliirililes to All vneanrin :iu tl,,,v
Messrs. Beane and Hetherington. i'niay ,ecilr lu the position of clerk or
5. Piano S lo
carrier in the postotlice in Albu.iuer- Miss liejuchamp.
eue,
M. Ase limit, IS to 4.".
ti. Vocal Solo
'Male applicants must'be at least five
Miss Rosy Andrews.
feet four inches in height, and not less
7. Harp Solo
than ::, pounds in weiKhi. It w .ll not
Mr. Nielo Antolne,
l,e necessary to take the medical ex- Vocal Solo "My Hal Hal"
janilnation at this time. Applicants
Mr. J. V. Beane.
should aply at once to either the
!. 'K iil Solo "I'm Trying So Hard
local se cretary, W. H. Long at the
to Koraet You''
Iodtof!ice., ir to tho district secretary
Mr. J. M. Hetheriiiiion.
at Ik'tiver. Colo., for annlicatlon hlnnw
form No. 1371. Applications will not
will be followed by be accepted unless received by the
This
dancing.
disirict secretary before 4 o'clock p.
m., April 3o, ltoO.
Sprin lamb and peas, with all the!
Hijr Sunday dinner at the PoliMnhnu
fre'sh vegetables the market affords.
for dinner, at the Columbus tomorrow, tomorrow.
Mr. C.

4.

Huron.

Nig.it

"'"''

..

The
consist of two sets of
triple expansion type, each with four
vine !ers. each dririnu twin screws,
with a horse powt r of 30,111111, and expected speed of 23 knots. There ap"1
tweiiiy-oncylinder I, .Hers, workinir
a I'1'' " '' "f fourteen at urn, pheres
n'"'1 wil1' Howdens forced.
lie commanuer or ttie ves-- t
"raumii.
t''1 is 'lta!n Alix. fornu rly of toe
en-dl- ie

SUNDAY

would have been much dilaoinTed"
nut tilts was not tho case. Threo territorial records bowed down before

1
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admission,

Improvements,
ad-

PRICES ARE THE
LOWEST.
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.BEAUTIFUL LAWNS..
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Are the pride of the home and the charm of the city. We
have the kind
of lawn supplies that will keep your lawn fresh and green.
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Rakes
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Sprinklers and Hose Menders.
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ii8iTo7SE J. W. MASTERS EiTnfirMa
HOME SUPPLY COMPANY
WOULDN'T

IT

TICKLE

YOUZ

to get practically

double value for
your money in cigar buying? Yes, of
course That's Just about the opportunity we offer when we present to
tho public the White Lily Cigar for S
cents the one, $2.00 for a box of fifty.
Reason is that we make and sell so
many that we can afford to trade on
a fmiall margin of profit for the Individual cigar.
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Running broad jump, won by
ler; distance, 18 feet, 4!i inches.
One hundred nii-- twenty-yar- d
dle, wen by C. Allen; time 19

Mil-

hursec-

Cl'lzen want ad will get the
ness. Try one.
A

j
i

The St. Elmo
?OSEPH

$120

BURNETT,

IN BREAD MAKINGL
Is the most Important of all; that

the selection of proper flour.
There is no difficulty about this It
Empress flour is chosen. It U to
good and makes such sweet, white
and nutritious bread as to be unsurpassed by any milled. The beat
bread makers use It for that Yerj
reason.
Is

d

M. BERGER,

0. W. Strong's Sons

Little was done in the Second dis- except the drawing
of a jury to take up the John S. Mun- sey case on Monday. In this case the
defendant is charged with assault with
intent to kill.
Chariot
Candelario Mill-- r
has
brought suit for divorce in the Second district court. Jo.se 1.. Miller is
the defendant In the case.

OOOCCC000XX30000XD

triet court today

The jury failed to agree in the case
of .Manuel Acuna, trii d yesterday, and
the case was dismissed. Acuna was
charged with stealing laid and bacon
from the storehouse of 1'. Armour &
( o. The jury remained out all ni; iht.

t

Agent,.
Wholesale
t.'- A
wen copper
Ave.
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STRONO BLOCK.

COURT

I

THE FIRST LESSON

d

DISTRICT

CLUB BOOMS

busi-

d

BERNALILLO COUNTV

J

SAMPLE A NO 0

West Railroad Avenoe

hammer, won by Ed
LIVERY, SALE FEED AND TRANSRedding; distance, 120 feet, 4
FER STABLES
'
inches.
Four hundred and forty-yarrun, Horses and Mules bought
nd
by Miller; time 55
seconds.
changec.
Pole vault, won by 11. Elliot, height,
9 feK't. 2U inches.
PEST TURNOUTS IN THE CITY
Eight hundred and eighty-yarrun,
Second street, between Railroad and
won by S. Mata; time, 2 minutes,1
Copper avenues.
21
fcoeonds.
Sixteen-poun- d
shot, won by Ed Redding; distance, 3tJ feet, G Inches.
Twelve-poun-

Wines, Brandies, Etc.

Prop'r.

L. TRIMBLE & CO.

VV.

onds.

UNDERTAKERS
Superintendents . Falrvlew
Santa Barbara Cemeteries.

and

MONUMENTS

I

N.

201-21-

Second St., Both Phones.

MAGAZINES
Y
bound are a valuable addition to any
11

MASS MEETING

OLD ALBUQUERQUE
ALVARADO HOTEL
COMMERCIAL CLUB

AU8TRIAN

CATHEDRAL

,

BUILDING.

CHINA

Furniture and Crockery
BORRADAILE & CO..

117 Gold Avenue

iry.

There will be a mas - meeting to- morrow afternoon at :t
at the
First Baptist church at u hich Rev. O.
R. Miller, of Washinrt'
I. C, will
give an address on: " Tmiis for the
Young and How to -' y. !) Theni."
Everybody invited. Mr Miller will
peak alsei at

We
blnil them In
a:.y .s:jle desired.
11

P-

DANCE
SI NO.

TONIGHT

AT

THE

CA- -

1'riees

will

."

suit

your

tOO.

I IT HELPS THE HOUSEWIFE
STORMING?

II. S. Lithgow&Co.
HOOK HIXDKR S

GUESTS

- TO -

will receive the personal care of one of the firm,
both of whom are druggists cf many
yearn' experience.

Albquerqiie

'

Foundry and

(?""s;

t

'

Machine

Works

Cc. .it.t;e

A

orders

HUSBAND

DETAINED?
He can Telephone.

Use the Telephone.
YOU NEED

UNANNOUNCED?

The Telephone
extra supplies.

Shop by Telephone.
TOO TIRED TO GO?

Your Prescriptions, If Entrusted

!'

tt,

OUR

FREE

No. 117 WEST RAILROAD AVENUE

'""

modern

rubber tired and patent back

BALL GAME AT TRAC- -

'"' ""s' i!in"al military hop of the
'"irsi Keiment of Infantry, National)
Guards, under the auspices of Coin-- I
ai'v (!, was e!d last v nins; 111 tli
ball room, and proved to lie a'
l
sncc ss. from everv point jf view
.
1. P. HUM .
About
couples were in the prand )
lTOn arid Brass
Ore,
coaj
d
"'arch, led by Captain Iiiip;,e, of Com-- i
J
CJ.
ami Miss
Rupe, and the
Mea': Coluai... sud iron ITont. for
Buildlnin
danciiiL' continue,! until a late hour.!
on Mining ana mill Mmchinary m Spoclalt
f
Tho music was
nt, the decora, ....
. ,, ..
) Foundry east tilde of railroad track.
AlbsqaerQte. U. H.
" -- o .
dance was a decided succes.
-

all

justing device.

lli

!

1

with

Z
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crimson,
namely, running high Jump, won by FOR SALE At a bargain, my residence property, with or without furEarl Graham, who broke his previous
niture, and two adjoining cottages:
rcccrd of 5 feet, three inches, by
located on four lots, corner of Third
clearing the bar at 3 feet SV inches;
street and Hazeldlne avenue, with
Jay Stoneklng followed a close secnne trees, lawn, stable, etc. Apply
ond to Graham; P. Kearney broke
at 519 South Second street. Mrs.
his old record of 53 feet on the discus
W. M. McCIellan.
throw, making the new record 87
WANTED-- liy
't
.Edf
or gentleman, w Ith
3t
inche'l
reference, to travel by rail or
breaking that
Inches
with rig, for a firm of $230,000 capThe work done by the college ath-let- s
ital. Salary $1,072 per year and ex
this year was very good In a
penses; salary paid weekly and exgeneral way. and v.ns probably better
penses advanced. Address, with
than thac of last year, notwithstandtnmp, J. A. Alexander, Albuquering the Tact that most all were enque, N. M.
tered for the all around liKdal, offered by Mr. Oscar Snow, a graduMONEY TO INVEST
ate of '94. This medal was won by
Jchn George Miller, who secured 28
points out of a possible 10S, Kd RedHave from $100,000 up, io Invest in
ding and Earl Graham following with a substantial proposition.
ylui
If
16 jioints for second place, while S. have something which pays well, or
promises well, and is capable of great
Mata secured third place, with
points.
extension by additional capital, would
In training for the all around work, be pleased to hear from you; good
a man must necessarily neglect to bond issue will be considered. Adsome extent the events that he excels dress, capital, Citizen office.
In, and his sympathizers must
be
COMPANY E, N. M. N. G.. WILL
satisfied with him in a general way.
For that reason the records broken HAVE A DANCE TONIGHT AT THE
were few. but the next two weeks CASINO.
will be devoted to training for speIF YOU WANT TO ENJOY A
cial work, and eacn man on the track
team, will be expected to train only GOOD SUNDAY DINNER, PATRONFIFTY-CENIZE THE REGULAR
in the events that bo excels In.
,,,,, i'SUNOAY DINNER AT ZEIGER'S
.
1, u v
the territory will be well represent-- ! ""TAURANT TOMORROW,
ed, for on that date the
Grand ball at Society
Old
gia:o track meet will bo held hereatiTown. Saturday night, April hall.
21.
college, and there will probably erybody Invited
be men entered from Albuquerque
n
'varsity; also tho Indians and tho So-- 1
ADMISSION TONIGHT WILL BE
corro School of Mines. For this meet 50 CENTS FOR GENTLEMEN; LA-i- t
is rumored that some one is tojDIES. FREE, AT COMPANY E'S
eiffer a cup. Come, all and see the DANCE AT THE CASINO.
o
college win it.
'F YOU WANT TO ENJOY A
Following was our projrrani:
One hundreel yard da-swou by! GOOD SUNDAY DINNER, PATRON-JohFIFTY-CENsecJ'ZE THE REGULAR
George Miller; time 10
SUNDAY
DINNER
AT ZEIGER'S
cms.
Twelve-pounhnfr, won bv Red-- ' RESTAURANT TOMORROW
2s.
ding; 40 feet 2Viinches.
Running high Jump. E. Graham. 5 JEMEZ HOT SPRINGS STAGE LINE
Carries the United Sutes maU:
'
V
am , tw;;nt:yard
with a change of
daBh, won by Miller;
route; good rlg8 hor8eg and dr,vKerti
rl leves Albuquerque every Monday
,5'
1
r,
1.
: Wednesday
and Friday at 5 a. m. Fo
l inches. ncy- 9,
particulars, address W. L. Trimble ft
bur- - rn .ent. Athnnnarnn. mm
Two hundred and twenty-yar'
,11
V...
:" ''"' Proprietor. Perea." N. V.M .
Miller; time, 20 sec- - b. BLOCK,

j

l

..Prettily Upholstered..

the proud wearers ot the

rnin-- .

:l

.

i

The Williams Drug Co.

e

1

lately arrived goods. We have them

.,

park,
1::.? .v7"v,'ir;:T'o.N
GRAND STAND,

h

working.

EXAMINATION

original

In

anj novel designs, are among the

1

T

1

11

For th0 youthful heir,

Special to The Evening Citizen.
Natl nal city, Cal., April 20.
The earthquake shock was hard- ly felt here.
No damage what- '
JW. KDWARPg.
Note Mr. Edwards was for- - J
nicrly a business man of this ft
city, mit is now attempting to
lmlld up the extreme southern ft
portion of California. He Is now "ft
In business at National City, a ft
little town situated about rIv "ft
nrles from the court housn In 1
Diego.
San
The many friends ft
of Mr. Edwards, especially his ft
Army
friends, will be ft
Jd Grand
...
.
,.!....l
t
'
' .1...
V1'
'A
I

MEDAL

In

,,.,

1i:ia nnt onlv

ttttiii!

s

Out New Territorial

Carriages

and

Go-Ca- rts

HIS TOWN
HARDLY
FELT THE
SHOCK, THEREFORE. HIMSELF j
AND WIFE ARE ALL RIGHT.
J

Field Sports at College Bring

JOHN

nroved him- horse thief, hut a clever
lc,.Uh. Yesterday before Jud.e
Abbott he plead guilty to horse steal-- i
inK on live counts, and last nlKht he- twwn i,il,Jnlpht ami 3 o'clock this
morning ho serureil his freedom by
a lock at the county jail. To- dav a posse of deputy sheriffs nro
lr,o- tho mimtrv
wllVi 1,nn. .if
recapturing him.
In telling of the Jail break Jailer
Silvano RallegoH said this afternoon:
"The first I knew that Baca had escaped was about 3 o'clock this morning. I was aroused from sleep In my
room on the second floor of the jail
by S. I,. Gray, the man found guilt,'
last week of securing money under
false pretenses nnd confined at the
jail awaiting sentence. Gray appeared
at the door of my room in his night
clothes, and told me that the jail door
was open nnd that he believed that
Baca had gone. Ily searching the up
stairs cell, In which Bacn, Gray and
Richard Brlggs, all prisoners awaiting
sentence, had been confined, I found
that Baca was really gone. Briggs
was still asleep in his bed. On going
- down
stairs I found that Baca naa
made his escape through a window In
the kitchen without awakening one
ot my guards, who sleep in a room
across the hall from the kitchen. I
started searchers out Immediately.
"You see," continued the jailer,
"Baca had the whole thing planned.
He was the first of the three upstairB
prisoners to go to bed. I looked in
about 12 o'clock, just before retiring,
and all were In bed and apparently
asleep. The jail, was then quiet. Baca
must have been awake at the time
and awaiting an opportunity to pick
the lock. I have told the commissioners that the locks were no good. They
are very ordinary old padlocks and of
little consequence, should any one try
to pick them. I have always taken
pains to see that the small hand door BEGINNING TO HEAR
JAMES BROWN POTTER
in the cage door of the upper cell was
closed at night, nnd with that closed,
FROM
LOVED ONES
AND BEAUTIFUL WIFE
I didn't think that any one on the
inde could possibly pick tho padlocks on the outside. But Baca did it FIRST MESSAGE FROM SUFFERER VISITORS IN ALBUQUERQUE
PARTY LEAVES TONIGHT
by reaching through between the bars
YE ST P R n A V
mamvi DAY
FOR GRAND CANYON.
of the door."
MORE CAME DURING THE DAY.
Baca was a partner of Claude Doane
Jamf8 Brown Potter of Rhode Isl- n
The t,.w.-o,h- "
the desperado, now doing a term in
the penitentiary for murder. Brlggs
is tho negro who plead guilty several
days ago to assaulting
lion. Alex.
Bowie of Gallup.
oc.ock, the first message was
time ago bv forsaking
buquerque--( S(lci(,tyJto trea( ,he t.r.ls behin.l the
an, in
OFFERS OF AID
glittering footlights, nnd a party of
w, fmm fh iU" thf.?ar,h"n'"?M.ra' frlonds. spent the day in Albuquerque.
;
STILL COMING IN wJJLl r h
8 o 1
a
thS- U'avlllg louiht on No' 1 for the Grand
d6?t
ey will rusticate for
a"d:
i?i rdu "nlTiX'" whcre
tn
lost ev" R'vhile. and then, in all probability,
!thoUKh 10
VEVERYBODY WANTS TO ASSIST
thing
erj
was
per,
the
wreck
he
proceed to California to visit the scene
THE SUFFERERS IN SAN FRAN- sonally safe, although having
a mirac- - f the great catastrophe
CISCO RELIEF FUND WILL BE
escape
uious
from
death
Mr. and Mrs. Brown-Pottare
SENT TO THE RED CROSS SOThe local Western Vnion office traveling in his private car. No. i9
CIETY.
here haa put on all the men it could jof the "Katv" svstem. and in the party
Fif-- are Benjamin F. Butler
As the reports continue to come in obtain to facilitate the work.
of Porto Rico
.veu
irom jvansas city the crosceus of that country; James
from tho stricken and devastated pasffd
through
city
night,
en
the
last
r.
Kitchen, a prominent figure in Old
city of the lack of fcod and supplies, route to
Oakland, to help handle the Mexico, nnd Howard Potter of New
the people of Albuquerque respond as enormous
amount,
is
of
business
that
best they c;ui.
awaiting
there. Fifteen
At yesterday's meeting of tho Wom- more fromtransmission
Denver will go, and both CV CPVATflD VII I FD
an's club, $50 was voted to be sent companies
the coast are gathering LA'JLlin I UK lulLLLK
at once to tho Red Cross society in operators allon along
the coast, to be in!
THF 1,11
flTV1 TfiHiV
San Francisco, for the, relief of the readiness when
l
the wires are re-- i
earthquake eufforers.
St M?3"
HE WILL VISIT HIs'mINING PROP- in addition to the offers of assistO. N. Marion tins mornmg re- ERTIES IN SOUTHERN
ance already made and chronicled ceived a message
NEW
over
the
Postal's
MEXICO '
yesterday in theso columns, other of- wires from her
in Berkeley,!
father
fers of assistance are injuring in. Five
111
substance says:
Warner Miller,
States
Utile children of Nestor Montoya, ed- w.iicli
U.anlinuake over; all O. K. Tele- - senator from New York nrriu,,l in
itor of I .a Bandera Americano. It is phone
news
Dr. Wroth."
Albuquerque
to
this
morning
company
in
understood, have contributed $20 of
The last, sentence is taken to mean with a party of friends, including John
tneir "pin money" toward the relief that
Mrs. James Wroth and son are C. Marrion. S. W. Taylor and wife, H.
of the sufferers.
safe. Dr. Wrt'th left Thursday S. Beardsley, Ross Mori, n and War-fo- r
Many different
lodges In the city also Berkeley.
ner Curtis.
have made offers of assistance which
The John Becker company, of IHv
Miller owns considera-len- ,
will bo included in a fund that will
received a message from ble mining properties in the southern
be forwarded to the Red Cross so- Mr. today Mrs.
John Becker, who New Mexico district, which he will
ciety, as will the monews donated by were and
In 'Frisco whe-the earthquake visit. He seems entirely satisfied with
individuals.
came,
un- - the outlook for the future prosperity
Tho fire Insurance companies of harmed.that then- were BBfe and
of the territory in minlnc circles and
the world are coming to the relief of
states that his holdings seem to be
tho stricken ones in 'Frisco.
V. P.
very rich in ores and well worth deMetcalf, local manager of the North NOTHING IRREGULAR
veloping.
British and Mercantile
InsurFire
Mr' MIllpr an'' Par'y will leave to-- li
111! THF IIMUIDAVfF
ance company, has received a mesI I1L IllJUKrilML night for El Paso and
that portion of
sage from the United States manager
the country where they will visit Mr.
which says that $0,000 has bevn doMiller's
properties,
for
LIFE OF PEDRO PEREA SUIT
several days,
nated for the. relief of the stricken ONWILL
BE CONTINUED PROVIDED Prior to their return east.
and suffering people of San FranIU
COMPANY FAIL TO SETTLE
cisco. ,
LARCESTvsSELEVR
The people and friends of the Con- BUILT IN FRANCE.
rogational church are sending two
Havre. April 21. La Provence, of
Yesterdnv afternoon The Ftveninir
cas-- s of blankets from the Rio Grande
,!,c
French line, the biggest and fast- Citizen published a brief notice rela- woolen mills to the suffering people the to the suit of Mrs. Pedro Perea
l vessel ever hunt in France, sailed
,nis
San
Francisco. Mr. J. H. Bearrup, against the State Life Insurance com- of
morning from here on her maiden
' York.
a trustee of the church, gives one pany of Indiana, to recover $10,000 ,rI '
The construction
will
nf
cast', which
leave tonight, and life insurance policy on the life of her
steamer was begun in
go
case
on Monday. An
will
the other
Hon. Pedro Perea.
In the l"'''. H3. at Penhouet, near St. Naz-iteopportunity will be given for all to
reference was made to the fact air. and on March 13, last, she ran
help in this cause by an offering, that the deceased was territorial in- -. ra" n,,r trial trip off Belle Isle. She
which will be taken on Sunday night. surance commissioner at the time the displaces about 19,lt;o tons on a
Is
The total cost of the blankets
was issued, and thinking prob- - paratlvely light draught of 2U.73 feet,
over $300.
ablv that some neoole niav conceive ''"he dimensions in regard to length.
ne local Aerie or l.agtes at tliiir;the ldea that something wa-- i irregular "earn and epth have ben n adapted to
meeting last night donated $.",0 for in its issuance, as the article stated 'he harbor of Havre, which, on ac- the relief of the (.offerers, which was that such "lends color to the case," count of its Insufficient depth, could
wired to the treasurer of the 'Frisco Attorney Neill It. Field, who repre- - "r accommodate the English and
Eagles Lodge today.
Mrs. Perea In her suit, was seen German leviathans.
rrovouc- - has a length over nil
turn morning and he stated:
"There is nothing irregular or un- - of ciy, feet, a beam of c5 fee-t- and is
SECOND ANNIVERSARY.
usual uooui 1110 issue ot mis policy,
i"ie 01 carrying z.imti persons,
far as I have any Information as eluding a crew of 433 and about 4011
FRATERNAL BROTHERHOOD
to the claims of the company issuing Urst class passengers.
A svstem of
lit,' said Mr. Field. "The case will be electric ventilation allows the occuHr,al preparations have he ma.;.-- t ried at the coming term
of the district p:mt of each cabin to regulate, it himfor the second anniversary of lodge court in Sandoval county unless the self.
No. 3S, order of the Fraternal Brotu- - Insurance company seeks delay, and
The steamer has six d (ks. and i.s
which will take place in the, that nothing will lie permitted t' p..- - divide. I into twenty
tight
ro m of the Elks' opera housi vent the trial or the case so far as Moment, such doorswater
as thire are In
on the evening of April 23.
jtl.e plaintiff is concerned, except pay- - 'ho bulk heads, being controlled fr-The program tolhiws:
.re sin in, rami. Ou,u
the hri.lue
inent in full bv the Insurance cnnni-mj. ruiiiu coin
selected Oefoie the dav of trial."
whether all the wa'.e-- tight doors are!
Craig.
Joso ::ira

national city

i

AIL LOCKS WERE EASILY PICKED

Rolf a ihirini?

TELEGRAPHS

FRM

Benefit of Earthquake Sufferers.
j

PAGE PIVK.

AT MESILLAPARK!

Tuesday Night, April
in City
Should Render All Assistance Possible For

Horse Thief.

CITIZEN.

RECORDS BROKEN

.

BENEFIT CONCERT AT ELKS' THEATRE
24-Every-

EVENING

TELEPHONE

IN

YOUR

HOME

THE COLORADO TELEPHOMF

m

I

0CtOCeOt000 OK0KOOOOOoi
Secondhand Typswriter Bargains
One new No. 6 Smith Premier,
wide carriage; 2 Smith Premiers,
No. 2; 3 Smith Premiers, No. 1;
3 No. 2 Remingtons; 1 No. 6 Remington; 1 No. 7 Remington, with
tabulator; 1 No. 5 Denimore, (almost new); 2 Sholes; 1 Jewett; 1
Lambert; 1 Manhatton; 1 Chicago;
1
Fox,
(almost new); 2
1
Densmore, No. 4, (almost new.
The above machines mutt bo
sold at t iice, to make room for my
new stock of I'nderwood typewriters. We Kuaranten th. s.. inn.
.chines to bo Just as represented,
and they eau be bought at rejal
l.jrKains.

Grand Central Hotel

.

t

t.

'

Call-graph-

401

G. S. RAMSAY,

West Railroad Avenue.

Large

iry Rooms.

Prices Very Rea.
onable.

MRS. OWEN DINSDALE,

Proprietor.

ALBUQUERQUE

PAGE SIX.

MAN

SAN FRANCISCO WILL

EVEXIXO

IS

CITIZEN.

SATURDAY,

Are You Fond The facilities of a bank
of Custard? account are such that it

A PIGMY

can be adjusted to every sort of

BE REBUILT AS SOON

Then

0
h
'

h

I

i

"J

-

VA

'-

-

i

is in- to the merchant.
The farmer who carries a bank
account Is up to date and has a
systematic method for keeping a
record of his receipts and expenditures.
Even a housewife with a bank
account is able to put system Into
the regulation of her affairs. By
paying her store bills by check,
she has a complete record of her
expenditures.
By using a check
book, hills need to be paid but
' nee. Each check is a receipt.

(Sterilised)

for all sorts of cooking. Its pure
milk, evaporated and sterilized
keeps indefinitely and is richest
in

butter-fa-

I

B

You can use

Cream

of fires.
i

recipe with

this

t

Baked Custard

THE

rnn Cirnirtna
Two cp hMtMl HeM. 1 tuMrspontifuN Vif&r,
Crwini !ilutf with Mine anwunt nl water, poor lnf Imtlwtl
pan. if rate Dutlrtx nvw top. Set in a
fan of hnilln watT
and hake la a miwlente oven. Inwrt a clean knite lU'ie and
whrn tt com pa out cle.ia. (UtarH it (lone Wauh it closely to
prevent cooking too inuth. Serve

.

e

-- A'W

EUGENE E. SCIIMITZ,
Mayor of San Francisco.
pose of reconstructing public buildings, schools, jails, hospitals, sewers
and salt and fresh water systems. The
govpoople hope that the federal
ernment "will at once make ample
provisions to rebuild all federal buildings on a scale befitting the new San
Francisco We are determined to restore to the nation its chief port on
the Pacific. (Signed)
E. E. SCHMITZ,
Mayor.

are:

Commissary Committee
Housing Committee
Finance Committee

Rabbi

WERE

--

Big fire.

1849
1550
1551

7 fATTEKJ

4 4
-

it

Tho nnntmlelnii rf no turothnt hna nit hut wined out a citv has sent a thrill of horror around the world.
nan
Wherever the hand of civilization has touched there are men and women with blanched taces wno scarcely
recovered from the horror of Vesuvius In time to learn of the awful tragedy of the City of the Golden Gate.
MAN IS A PIGMY.
He boasts that he has conquered the elements. He has girdled the earth with electricity; he has learned to
to master the air. In his
talk through space; he has sailed the salted sea with great ships; he has proposed
pride he has believed himself more than man. And in the face of the terrors of earthquakes, fire, eruptions it
law, the rich
is meet that he should humble hlmseir before his God and realize that in the face of the natural
and the poor; tho high and the low; the weak and the strong, are equal In their utter helplessness.

ft A A A

.ft

A

4
4
4

t

A A A A A A A f.

California has
quakes. The first,
ance occurred In '
Cisco felt 51 slight

Westbound,
Stations.

No. 425.

Pueblo

11:05

pti

9:40 pm

Colo. Springs
Ar. Denver Lv.

7:00 p m

Espanola
1:26 p m
11:00am Lv. Santa Fe Ar. 3:30 p m
3.00 p m
11:36 pm
Barranca
4:02 p m
10:29 p m
Servllleta
4 :32 p m
10:00p m
Tres Piedrag
6:45 p m
8:10 pm
Antonito
8:30 p m
Alamosa
6:40am
2:11 pm
12:26pm
Gmbudo
Trains stop at Embudo for dinner
where good meals are served.
Connections.
At Antonito, for Durango, SUverto
and Intermediate points.
At Alamosa, for Denver, Pueblo and
intermediate points, via either the
standard gauge line via La veta Pass
or the narrow gauge via Salida, making the entire trip In daylight and
passing through the FAMOUS ROYAL,
GORGE.
Also for all points on the
Creede branch.
Traveling Freight
A. S. BARNEY,
and Passenger Agent.
S. K. HOOPER. G. P. A.,
Denver, Colo.
,

Two big fires.
4
'4
Two more big fires.
1SG8
Earthquake,
in which 4
several were killed.
4

Vor-sange- r.

W. J. Bamett.
James D. Phe-la-

4 4 4
DISAS-

Eastbound.

4:35 a m
7 : 30 a in
12:51 pm

VERY iERIOLS

J 4 4 4 4 4
FORMER 'FRISCO
TERS.

4 4 4

J0,J905

3:00am

h

BUT NONE

Effective December
No. 426.

Shocks During Per
iod of Fourteen Years and
Sixteen in One Year.

The mayor also sent the following
telegram to Louis E. Cook, of 85
street, New York:
West Thirty-fourtGrateful for your generous tele--i
gram. California heartily thanks you.
We need tents, bedding and food sup- -'
and
plies. We require comforters
blankets in large number. Thousands
of our people are sleeping in the open
air without sufficient covering, we
particularly need supplies of disinfectants to establish sanitary camps;
also drugs and hospital materials. A
committee of fifty has been appointed. The chairmen of the

MEXICO

hTbrANCII...

...SANTA

MANY

BEFORE THIS
Fifty-On-

COMMERCE
NEW

D. 5 R.G. system

SAN FRANCISCO
HAD

BANK' OF

ALBUQUERQUE,

larrr

I

A bank account

dlspenBlblo

Carnation

chimneys have been Inspected and
repaired properly. All citizens are
urged 1o discountenance tho butldlng

congratulate! tho citizens of San
Francisco upon tho fortitude they have
aiil a vn,l
thr.nl
anil T urtri
...
v
............
v... ... tho
up-i- .
A" inuin
necessity of aiding tho authorities In
the work .of relieving the destitute
and suffering. For the relief ofthose
persons who are encamped In the
various sections of the city, everything Is being done.
In Golden Gate park, where there
are approximately 200,000 homeless
persons, relief stations have been, established.
The Spring Valley Water company
has informed me that the mission
district will be supplied with water
this afternoon, between 10,000,000 and
12,000.(HK gallons daily being available. Iflke Merced will be taken by
the federal troops and 'that supply
E. E. SC1IMITZ,
protected.
Mayor.

try

Carnation Cream.

Mayor SchmitzjSends Message to President Roosevelt and Issues Proclamation to
the People.

iK'-pl-

business.

Rich, luscious custard that melts
in your mouth
the real thing.

AS IT IS POSSIBLE

Rm Francisco, Cnl., April 20.
Mayor Sohmttz sent the following
telegram to President Roosevelt:
.
Son Francisco, Cnl., April 20. To
llic-- Pre sideii! of the-- United States.
Washitmtnn, 1). C: Generous contribution of fl.miO.OOO from the foil oral
government for relief of destitute
citizens, received nml deeply appreare overwhelmed
ciated. Tho
by your generosity. All of this money
will be used for relief purposes;
Property owners are determined
to rebuild as soon as the fire cease.
Thp
city will Immediately proceed to provide, capital for the pur- -

APRIL 21,

had many earth
recorded disturb
1790. San Fran
shocks, from lsul

All telegrams addressed to Franklin Hall, Relief Committee, San Franto 1S65.
cisco, will have prompt attention by
Sixteen times wa3 the city shaken
the chairmen of the proper commitin 1865, the first quake occurring
tees. In your telegram you speak of
January 9, and lasting seven hours;
ready cash. I would suggest that
the last occurring November 24, and
considerable currency of small decontinuing three hours and 45
MAN IS A PIGMY.
nomination, be sent. This Is ImportRAILROAD TIME TABLE
rules
Power
the
that
He is the fly on the window pane; the atom to be' reded and torn and crushed us the
ant, as all our banking quarters are
year
severe
The
shock
most
of
that
direct.
all,
shall
us
Purpose,
hidden
from
some
Great
world for
destroyed. We would greatly appreTHE MAYOR'S PROCLAMA TION
San Francisco's banner earthquake
(In effect November 12, 1905.)
MAN IS A PIGMY.
ISSUED TO THE PEOPLE. ciate if New York bankers would aryear occurred October 8 and lasted
Eastbound.
"I am Alpha and Omega, the beginning and the ending, saith the Lord, which is, and which was, and which
with California
San Francisco, Cal., April 20. The range to
twelve hours and 46 minutes. No No. 2, Atlantic Express, arrives 7:5$
following proclamation, was Issued bankers with a view of securing temis to come, the Almighty."
lives
San. Jose, Stockton
were
lost.
a. m., departs 8:25 a. m.
porary relief so that fiscal operations
late today:
Santa Cruz and Sacramento felt the No. 4, Chicago Limited, arrives 11:5
may be resumed at the earliest date
To the Citizens of San Francisco.
shock.
p. m., departs 12:09 a. m.
ENCOURAGING REPORT
The fire is now under control and possible. San Francisco Will rebuild. elders; these lazy dayvlls who thrust BRAWLEY AND 1M- But California earthquakes have No. 8, Chicago & Kansas City ExMormon-tsresume
people.
transactions
want
only
the
to
on
themselves
fear We
the
all danger Is passed. The
been mor frequeat than fatal. Thirty
press, arrives 6:45 p. m., departs
PERIAL ALL RIGHT BROUHT BY ATTORNEY GENERAL , years ago several men in San Fran
is that other fires may start should of our usual business In the shortest
stands for a lot of the vilest
p. m.
7:45
possible.
Btoves,
things out of hell.'
time
W. PRICHARD. FROM Cisco were hiut'u oy a iaiiiug
GEORGE
tho people build fires In their
uricK No. 10, Chicago Fast Mall, arrives
EUGENE SHMITZ,
Some other Volivesque expressions
and I therefore warn all citizens not
JICARILLA MINING DISTRICT.
wall during a slight shock. Outside
6:50 a. m., departs 7:30 a. m.
Mayor. are: "Let us make It impossible for THE TOWN SUPPOSED TO HAVE
to build fires 1a. their homes until the
of this, the total number of victims
Westbound.
Attorney General G. W. Pritchard of San Francisco earthquakes since No. 1, California
a liar to live here."
LOST A
ONLY
RUINED,
BEEN
Express, arrives 7:39
expensive:
Fo from a the discovery of gold in 1847, is said
"Money, fine clothes,
Santa
to
returned
has
p.
m.,
departs
8:15 p. m.
BRICKS.
FEW
take
will
living
the
week's trip to White Oaks and
furniture and hlgb
to bo live.
No. 3, California Limited, arrives
dayvll."
where
district,
any man or woman to the
Jicarilla Placer mining
frequently 11:10 a. m., departs 11:20 a. m.
California earthquakes
if i
he has been attending tc business occur siiiiultaneously with volcanic No. 7, Mexico & California Express,
"I have no use for a man who
i
i
It
for
brings
use
the
from
loves filthy lucre. I do not
Imperial Junction, Cal., April '4 matters. The news he
eruptions on the Sandwich islands,
arrives 10:45 p. m., departs 11:69.
I
' -- my own family, except for food, shelbuildings
are "t mining district which he visited is en- 2. 5DI miles away. This scientists No. 9, Fast Mail, arrives 11:35 p. m.
20. Few brick
Here are Spangler's prophesies for 1906, published at the beginning ter and raiment."
work
couraging. In ppeaking of the
damaged at Brawley; pouo oth- term "sympathy."
Southbound.
of the year in the New York World:
"John Alexander Dowle began to
ers. No damage, at Imperial. 4 being done there he said:
No. 9, Mexico Express, departs 12:16
greatest
The dissolution of Russia.
'
'
'
"At the placer mines the
go to the dayvll in 1900."
The canal not 4
p. m.
6 S 6 '4
No one hurt.
7
The overthrow of Turkey.
greatly 4 activity is being maintained. DevelopEverything
damaged.
Local freight train. No. 99, southSOME
NOTABLE
.
STOCK
OF
OF
rapidly
SALE
The assassination of the czar of Russia.
as
NOTICE
ment work is being done
exaggerated.
bound, departs at 5 a. m., and carEARTHQUAKES.
The assassination of the sultan of Turkey.
Notice Is hereby given that on the
as possible, a thorough test of the
passengers.
ries
10
1906,
I).,
May,
The prevention of three wars by President Roosevelt.
at
A.
of
being
made
third day
value of the placer dirt Is
(NOTE The above dispatch
Arrives From South.
Place.
Date.
Fatalities.
A protracted race war in the south.
the
exat
auction
public
m.,
a.
at
o'clock
and so far the results have been
Southern Pacific
No. 10, Mexico Express, arrives 9:50
is fr.;m
the
31
Judea
city
10,000
D.C.
in
the
Destructive spring floods in the United States.
postofnee
of
the
front door
cellent.
a. m.
agent at Imperial Junction, and
Vesuvius, Pompeii
A DESTRUCTIVE ERUPTION OF MOUNT VESUVIUS.
of Albuquerque, New Mexico, for the
"The mining activity naturally has
No. 10 makes all local stops east ot
was received here this morning
HerculanThe activity of Mount Pelee and Popocatepetl.
in
upon
community
and
highest and best price tho same will
tho
Albuquerque.
by William Farr. The latter, on 4 its effect
"D
42,000
eum. Italy
VOLCANIC ERUPTIONS IN ALL PARTS OF THE WORLD.
bring in cash, the undersigned will
For
No. 1 runs direct to Los Angeles.
raiding Uva dispatch in the Ev- - 4 which the claims aro situated.
G2l
250,000
Antioch
A.D.
nfteif fr- - Dab oti nr nnv nnrt nf twen
The eruption of many volcanoes now supposed to be extinct.
several mouins nusiness was uun iu
No. 7 runs direct to San Francisco.
ening Citizen that Iirawley had
An1 loch
C87
30,000
Great loss of life at sea by storms.
was
thousand 123.000) shares of
No. 3 runs direct to Los Angeles and
off the map by tho V the vicinity of Jicarilla, but it
wiped
1057
Italv
Algodones
Petroleum
22.000
Destruction of two western cities by cyclones.
of
was
in
a lack
the
stock
San Francisco.
only 4 simply because there
tlio
was
I'anhquake,
and
said
Co.,
1137
Sicily
15,000
Earthquakes in all parts of the world.
Pipe
Lino
Mining
opening
energy.
and
Coal
With tho
All trains dally.
California to "4 push and
town in southern
of
property
Naples
1456
40,000
being
DESTRUCTIVE EARTHQUAKES IN CALIFORNIA AND THE PHILtho.
stock
this
of
development of the rich fields
shares
T. E. PURDY. Agent.
receive several shocks, telo- - 4 and
Disbon
1531
30,000
IPPINES.
R. G. Balcomb and will be sold to ap- has changed, and there is
praphed for information, and In 4 condition
Italy
Rebellion in Spain.
..1C38
300
Calabria,
ply on the judgment In that certain
mining
the
much activity about
answer thereto he received the "4 now
1625
70,000
Naples, Italy
Great disturbances all over Europe.
camps.
cause No. 5752. entitled John A. Lee
JTHE-ts-:
teleeram published above.
1662
The summer of 1906 will be hot and sultry throughout the temperate vs. R. G. Balcomb, in tho district
300,000
prospects of the
China
agricultural
"The
4"
4
4
4 4
4 4 4 4 4 4
zone, with extensive death rate.
Sicily
1693
county
100,000
in
I
court, Bernalillo county. New Mexico.
Lincoln
vicinities
visited
dUT'TCN fey
1703
200,000
Christ wll make his spirit felt among the people of tho United States
Yedd', Japan
are excellent and the farmers
The undersigned has been appoint- and
Is the Moon Inhabited?
Peking
1731
100,000
and England, in which countries there are to be fervent religious and pol- ed, empowered and authorized attor- stockmen are well pleased. The graBS
Science has proven that the moon as a result of the recent rains is
itical movements which are to overcome in a great degree the present spirit ney in fart for and in the name, piace
Naples
.1732
2.000
of graft and commercialism.
I,lma and Callao. .1716
18,000
and stead of said R. G. Balcomb to has an atmosphere, which makes lite abundant, and this is sure to be a sucThe United States will continue as a world power and the leader of transfer said shares of stock on the iu some form possible on that satellite cessful year for ranchmen."
1754
40,000
Cairo
other nations.
Lisbon, Fez, etc.. 1755
70,000
books of said corporation to the pur- - but not for human beings, who have
or
this
on
son,
W.
Lock,
W.
with
who
his
will
enough
lives
hard
a
earth
time
Pennsylvania is to have an administration of the people and that disand
purchasers
or
thereof
chaser
8.000
Guatamala ....'...1772
coveries of corruption will bo discovered which will drive some of the guilty do all and everything necessary to be jours; especially those who don't know Frank, two miles west of Itoswell, was
Italy
40,060
1783
headache,
paralysis
of
cure
other
with
Bitters
the
stricken
Electric
that
shares
to suicide.
said
of
in
done
the transfer
West era South
biliousness, malaria, chills and ferer, night at 9 o'c'.ock while at his home.
God will wreak terrible vengeance upon the Russians for the massacre stock to the purchasers thereof.
40,000
1797
America
Jnundice, dyspepsia, dizziness, torpid One effect of the stroke is that he was
of the Jews.
W J. JOHNSON,
6,000
Naples
1805
de- - speechless.
The following of his
Assistant Cashier of the Bank of liver, kidney complaints, general Un12,000
1S12
Caracas
- children arrived to bo with him: John
Commerce of Albuquerque, New bllity and female weaknesses.
Mai da, in soul hern
equalled as a general tonic and ap- - Ixck, of Memphis. Texas; Albert and
Mexico.
100
1835
Calabria, Italv
ypctizer for weak persons and espe-- ! Allen Iock, of Mangum, O. T.; Mrs.
o
14,000
Italy
D51
JACOB-WALDECK AT ZION CITY SIZES
Shat'8 the matter with puttlnT cln!y for the aged. It induces sound IJlllo Stevenson, of Mangum, O. T
Note From 1783
John Dowle to work on the Panama sleep. Fully guaranteed by all drug- - and Miss Mvrtlc Lock of Itoswell, who
to 1857, Naples
gists. Price only 50c.
UP NEW BOSS OF THE CAMP
canal 1
has been visiting In Mangum.
city and coun'
r''.'-Kor shaking.
try, lost, an avTHAT DCWIE CNCE RULED
You ilmrilv nrni thr huMnn
erage of 1,500 a
in the picture) ind t.e pen bJ
year.
in -- nun.
. .lsifi
Italy..
Calabria,
lo.noo
tlie imtant tZ
Write
Zion City, III.. April 21. Out of the coal black and snap and sparkle with
Naples almost detouches tn? paprr
Dowle camp has come the declaration the fire that is in them. When his
V?"
10.000
ls."7
stroyed
T1?
that Zion, to succeed, needs a czar or zeal or his anger is aroused they
1866
10,000
Manila
,.v .. 14'.'
i
a man of inspiration and that Yoliva to burn with the Intensity of his feelPeru, Chile,
h neither. It was a prejudiced state- ing. His voice has tho ring of aud.-1ST.S
40,000
ment, or tlio gentleman who made it thority. When he assails the enemy
Railway
Panama
was not well acquainted 'with Yoliva. his words strike, the auditors like a
Vo.s with 14 v
p.ii i
partly destroyed
'Those who have had a close range shower of rocks Vesuvian hot rocks
towns
and
k'it-of the new lxiss of Zion HKure at that.
l t.noo
ST r
'; ',
Eagle "n'i'TI?
His addresses aro of tho Dowle
that lie has qualities strong enough
152
molishod
v.
to make him one of tlio most rzarlsh type. He is not quite so vituprratlvo,
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1SS4
Spain
2,000
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czais that ev; r ruled outside the na- but is as bitter and ruthless in attack
41
Charleston. S. C.issii
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be
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dream
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home
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Italy
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At Elks

preserver
oi
The cold air
displacts
the hot air and
keeps a constant circulation,
essential for preserving food.
Call and etc our line of refrigerators.
We have them
Write for
from V"o "Pcatalogue.
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According to the New York Herald
two station buildings have been stolen'
from the Central railway of New Jersey, at Bayway, N. J. About a year
ago the wooden station building at
that place disappeared mysteriously.
and no trace of it has ever been
found. The company then erected an
other, but one night a pack of tuieves
fell upon It and carried it off. The
railroad has a flagman and station
agent at this point during the day.
but at night there is no one at the
station. Nevertheless the company is
determined that it will maintain a
station building, and has reached the
decision that it will now construct
one of reinforced concrete twenty-fivfeet square, and see whether it will
likewise "disappear" some fine even
ing.

ALBUQUERQUE HARDWARE CO.
college at Mesllla Park, held a meeting and decided to begin an investigation for the purpose of ascertaining
their lands consisted of.
FOLLOWED BY FIRE what
Last year Prof. Tinsley made a trip
over the tracts owned by the institution in the southeastern part of the
Which Devastated Charleston, territory, and secured the desired Information. At the conclusion of this
term it is his intention to
5. C, and Many Lives . school
travel over the north and west districts and obtain data as to the conWere Lost.
dition and character of the lands, and
If they ore good for timber, for grazing or agricultural purposes.
During his stay in Santa Fe he
DISTURBANCES IN SEPTEMBER I886
will spend his time in the office of
Land Commissioner A. A. Keen, exThe Charleston, S. C, earthquake of amining records, drawing maps and
obtaining the necessary data for his
1SSG still Is remembered aa one of the
proposed investigation.
most terrible calamities ever known
o
In the United States. The disturbance
NOTICE FOR PUBLICATION.
covered a tract of country extending
(Small Holding Claim No. 1600.)
from the Atlantic Beabourd to the
Mississippi valley, and from Lake Department of the Interior, United
States Land Office, Santa Fe, N. M.,
Michigan to the heart of Alabama.
March 29, 190G.
Charleston at that time was a city
Notice is hereby given that the folThe city is
of 50,000 inhabitants.
built on beds of low, flat, sandy coun- lowing named claimant has filed notry, In regions of aluvial deposits. The tice of his Intention to make final
earthquake selected Broad street, the proof in support of his claim under
loading thoroughfare, for its cruelist sections 16 and 17 of the act of March
work. Shock after shock rent tho .'!, 1S1U (26 Stats., 834), as amended
city. Dwelling houses were foisaken by the act of February 21, 1893, (27
In tho night and the terrified people, Stats., 470), and that said proof will
half clothed and shivering with fear, be made before the United States
Bought refuge in tho outlying country. Court Commissioner at Albuquerque,
Fire added to the. horrors of the New Mexico, on May 10, 1906, viz:
Adelalda S. do Otero, for the lot 1,
scene and negroes, superstitious and
crazed with panic, were held to the sections 12 and 13, township 7 north,
spot by fear. Kneeling in tho trembl- range 2 east, and sections 7 and 18.
ing streets they prayed. The damage township 7 north, range 3 east, and
to the city in the space of a few lot 2, sections 12 and 13, township 7
minutes' timo ran up into millions of north, range 2 east, and lot 2, sections 7 and IS, township 7 north,
dollars, and many lives were lost.
For several days it was impossible range 3 east, of S. II. C. No. 1600.
He names the following witnesses
for any help to reach the stricken
city. Railroad tracks had been torn to prove his actual continuous adverse
out of shape. Strange rifts and gullies possession of said tract for twenty
had been torn in otico familiar roads. years next preceding the survey of
The grumbling und rocking of the the township, viz:
earth continued without intermission,
Placido Salazar y Otero, of Albuduring thirty-si- x
hours, and hundreds querque, N. M.; Jesus Salazar y Otero,
of men and women temporarily lost of Peralta. N. M.; Higlnio Chavez, of
their reason.
Peralta, N. M.: Jesus Garcia, of AlPhenomenon Was Repeated.
buquerque. N. M.
It was the repeated manifestations
Any person who desires to protest
of the phenomenon, which continued against the allowance of said proof,
for many days, that caused a general or who knows of any substantial rea-- 1
demoralization
of the inhabitants, son under the laws and regulations
more terrible to contemplate than the of the Interior department why such
wrecking of thousands of buildings.
proof should not bo allowed, will be
The earthquake occurred on a warm given an opportunity at the above
Tuesday evening early in September. mentioned time and place to cross--!
By the following Friday there were examine the witnesses of said claimoccasional small tremblings of the ant. and to offer evidence in rebuttal
earth, and the confidence of the in- of that submitted by claimant.
habitants began to return. The dread
MANUEL, R. OTERO,
which had pervaded all minds began
Register.
to give place to a more wholesome
o
mcutal condition, and activity to take
Never can tell
you'll mash a
the place of morbid Iistlessness. Wo- fineer or suffer a when
cut. bruise, burn or
men plucked up heart to soothe and scald.
He
Ir. Thomas'
quiet their terrified children, and men Electric Oil prepared.
instantly relieves the
began to estimate their losses.
pain quickly cures the wound.
By 11 o'clock that night
of the people of Charleston, worn out
by three nights of hardship and camping in the open air, had returned to
their homes, when, suddenly, there
came a sound like a clap of thunder,
and tho earth was shaken from one
end of the city to the other. People
rushed from their dwellings, many to
be strurk down by a shower of plaster
and bricks that fell from a hundred
wrenched and cracked buildings. A
fourth night of camping in the fields

THE EARTHQUAKE

I

'

two-thir-

ca.

e

Earl Patterson, of Roswell. who has
been spending a few days in the vicinity of Las Vegas, left for Clayton
by the way of Trinidad. lie represents
the reclamation bureau, and has been
taking the measurement of streams In
that vicinity in which the government
is Interested.

Finally, on Monday,

September (!,
back to
restore their shattered
homes and
fortunes und to bury their dead.
moved

AGRICULTURAL

THE CELEBRATED

EXAMINATION
CHARACTER
BE MADE.

TO
THEIR
VALUES, TO

It. Tinsley, teacher of physics, an.l a
expert in the New
Mexico College of Agriculture
and
Mechanic Arts, at Mesllla Park, arThursday
night,
Fe
in
Santa
rived
and will hpcinl several days securing

Prof.

RIO GRANDE LUMBER CO.

Agent.

Albuquerque, N. M.
199.

General Bo tiding SoppUes

SCREEN DOORS
IF YOU WISH TO EAT a gocc
lunch and enchiladas on the Mexlcar
style, go to South Third street, eoni'.j
of Silver avenue, No. 215. Will b
served promptly at any hour of tit
night Prices will be from 25c to 80c

Both Phonc$

SPECIAL ATTENTION GIVEN TO
DEPART

OUR
MENT.

A. Lucero

J. KORBER

TE

MILL

A. D. JOHNSON,

VARNISHES AND
BRUSHES.
Leather,
Harness,
Saddles, Lap
Dusters, Whips. Axle Oils, etc. Palmetto Roof Paint; lasts five years and
stops leaks. Cash paid for Hides and
Pelts.
408 WEST RAILROAD
AVENUE.
TOT A JSRADI
Dealers in Groceries, Provisions, Hay,
Grain and Fuel.
Fine line of Imported Wines, Liquors
and Cigars. Place your orders for
this line with us.
213
NORTH THIRD STREET.
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Ton
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W.H.Hahn&Co
DOTH 'PHONES
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RENTALS

AND

and

Ranches

Farms

Correspondence Solicited.
123 8. Third St.,
ALBUQUERQUE . . . . N.

Befen

RANKIN & CO.

FIRE INSURANCE, REAL ESTATaV

Irrigating Plants a Specialty.
Auto, phone, 308; Colo. Red, 131.

LOANS

Automatic phone 4SL

rm)9 Bulldlna.

Room 10. N. T.
STEAM

CARPET

J

CLEANING

invwnivn no
Cleans everything,
g

i

momnmr
He Is the

Albuquerque

r. C.

Novelty

A. E. WALKER,
WIRE

INSURANCE.

PRATT & CO.

Secretary Mutual rtiillriinv iiiwu
tlon, Office at 217 West Railroad ave
nue.

Sole agents for Casino Canned Goods
Jas. Hrektn & Co.'s Coffees, Im
boden'a Granite Flour.

M.

Staple and i?'ancy

DRAGOIE

to,

Dealers
Groceries
GENERAL MERCHANDISE,
Hlllsboro Creamery Butter Best on Groceries, Cigar and Tobacco, ana
Karth.
all klnHa nf rnuh Ma
Orders Sollclteu.
Free Delivery. 300 North Broadway, Corner of Waah-214 South Beeona Street
lutwn Avenue,
un.iiUEN. m.
aj-jju- w

J?

BlaBM

.xsaL

bute.

100

streets, with alley,
establishments
I
h
bay m Central

--

iart

1

V

..!

r

raST

Jaw c0red are In the center of the city, well graded, (mauy ,,f them Improved by n.ltlvatlo,,
Li I vooil yard, druK .tOT. tiarnes .hop, etc, etc.
Also a
modern ho;-- '
Gr'-cias-

Santa Fe Railway

XE&laV

gygg"
GirZOer'
--esili
asu;r?

D0

leautlful lake and public park and grand

GO OVER

old shade

tree.; publle .choo) house toV
lare winery three hotel!

,tcfl

or gravel.

future cannot be estimated.'

THE MAIN LINE THROUGH TO BELEN, EAST AND WEST. NORTH AND SOUTH.
We need

bakery, tailor .Sop. .hce borne, Jeweler, plumblni aho. tlanlea mill

flrst-cla-

PRICES. OF LOTS ARE LD.'- - AND TERMS ON EASY PAYMENTS;
TITLE PERFECT; WARRANTY
APPLV AT ONCE FOR MA
AND PRICES, IF YOU WISH TO SECURE THE CHOICEST LOTS TO

DEED

iid improvement nIComeian

The BeSen 'Town

SKTSEW

;

feet w!d,, with

in New Mexico; tho Belen Patent Roller mill, capacity, ISO barrels daily;
Its Importance as a great commercial railroad city In the near
Now Mexico.

s

.JOHN BECKER, President
KJUkTO

.

EXPRESS. MAIL AND FREIGHT TRAINS OP THE SANTA FE ROUTE W.LL

LIMITED

O'JR

a.

&

1

Helen Town and improvement Company Own the Bclcn Towasite

and rend-- L e lots sie 20xH2 fef. laid out w,th broad SO and
X; ehurchf'8' Comaerclal club: a popu.ation of 1.500 Inhabitants; largest mer
fhipi-tnpoint for wool, flour, wheat. w1De. Uhu
luiiumnu. etc. Helen I. the
Of

Works

F. 8. HOPPING. Proprietor
321 South Second Street
Just received, lares tihinment nf
Cleveland, Rambler, Columbia, and
Tribune Bicycles.
Repairing of all.
kinds. Before buying Klve na a call.

Furniture Man. Moving, packing and shipping, unpacking and
setting up, and Is no upstart at
the huslness. There Is no other Just Thornton. Both 'phones.
737 South Walter Street.

of The Atchison, Topeka

Cut-o- ff

M.

COCOCXXXjC)

-

.- -

&zzsa. ssewzt.

tf,tHM..n--

...

Established In 1882

- MILL WOOD
KINDLING

COKE

wwiwiy mvrvLmr

Contractor

)

Ammrlomn Block

$3.00 Per

.v

Genera

Ar.

Real Estate

OILS,

COAL
$5.75 Per

n--m

OT OOMM15XCK

203 W. RaKfoad
8

CxDCXXXDCOCXXXXXXXXXXXXXX)
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NSXT TO BANK

At Consistent Price

REAL ESTATE-NOTA-RY
PUBLIC.
Room E, Cromwell Block, Albuquerque
Automatic Telephone, 174.

sssszjtw

RIGHT

TIios. F. Keleher

IXJTTA'S FOUNTAIN.
PALACE HOTEL.
THE FOUNTAIN WAS GIVEN TO THE CITY BY THE FAMOUS
ACTRESS. THE PALACE HOTEL IS A (GORGEOUS HOfSE OF
IN M ENT, WHICH EVERY VISITOR CiOES TO SEi:.

& CO.,

BALLING,

Bctt

FIQ.

FILL

PRESCRIPTIONS

Proprietor.
(Successor to Balling Bros.)
WEDDING
CAKES A SPECIALTY
We desire patronage and we guarantee first class baking.
207 8. First Street
Albuquerque.

'

TRIMMING.

COR. FIRST ST. AND COPPER ATH.
ALBUQUERQUE, NEW
MEXICO.

RIONEER BAKERY

'

.

ALL WORK GUARANTEED.
URE WITH US.

OOCXXOCxDOCXXXXXXXXXXXXXXX)

PAINTS,

HORSE-SHOEIN-

HARNESS REPAIRING AND CAR
RIAGE

J. A. SLEYSTER
INSURANCE,

sam&pxr

Wc Do Your Blacksmith Work Right!

N. PEACH & CO.
REAL ESTATE DEALERS

215-21- 7

'Jvj.ar
'....'J''
wtt atBafgTisi.

Third and Marqucttt

4,

M. GRENADINO & CO.

SIMON

fin mlWm

The

g

1

Albuquerque
Carriage Co:
Corner rirst and Tijeraa Head.

Distillers.
FRANKFORT, KT.

Automatic Phone,

Our Top Buggies and;
Runabouts must moveJ
We need the floor ,
space for another car.
It's a time to helpj
yourself by helping ua.
$46.00 to $108.00;

RUNABOUTS, were $55.00 to $125.00; now
TOP BUGGIES, were $65.00 to $140.00; now
$52.50 to $123.00 ;
We are also quoting very low prices on Surreys, Stanhopes, Con--J
cords, Buckboards, Spring Wagons, etc. Out of town business solicited.;
write ror catalogue and prices
j

TheGeo.T.StaggCo.

Bole

i

7'

Bottled In Bond.

7

1

.1.

data ujx'n the lands belonging to the
institution with which he is connected. It is his intention as soon as
school is closed, to make a trip over
the lands owned by tho college, and
it is for this purpose tliat he is fcecur-iuthn information.
In 1S;3, l.diieeiiu acres of land was
turned over to the various inctltu-tion- s
of tho territ rv by the. United
States, a portion of It going to the
College of Agriculture and Mechanic
Arts. Sln.e that timo littln attention has ben ai to the boundarl-- s
and general character of the various
tracts, and in mime cased their identity has become prac icaliy lost. A
year ago the board of regents of the

Ac)

is 31 mile s south of Albuquerque, N. M at the junction of the Main Line of the Santa Fe system-lead- ing
east and west from Chicago,
Kansas City, Galveston and point?? east to San Francisco, Los Angeles, El Paso and Old Mexico

"

AS
AND

Into Yours!

O. F. O.
WHISKEY

ALBUQUERQUE PLANING

Laied on the

rJsn

COLLEGE LANDS

Out of Our'

Human Blood Marks.
A tale of horror was told by marks Auto,
'phone, 437; Colo., Red 61.
of human blood in the home of J. W.
Office 212 W. Gold Ave.
Williams, a well known merchant of
Bac, Ky. He writes: "Twenty years
ago I had severe hemorrhages of the
lungs, and was near death when I
began taking Dr. King's New Discovery, it completely cured me and 1
UP TO DATE SIGNS
have remained well ever since." It
cures hemorrhages, chronic coughs,
208 WEST SILVER AVE.
settled colds and bronchitis, and Is
the only known cure for weak lungs.
OCXXXOOCXXX)OOOCXDC)COOCXX)0
Every bottle guaranteed bv all druggists. 5lc and $1. Trial bottle free.
SCREEN TIME
o
Subscribe for The Citizen uid get
la here. Door and Window
the newa.
screens made to order.

Francisco Ruined by Earthquake and Fire.

IIIIMM"

IB

Pocket

TEXAS TO HAVE 2'a CENT FARE.
Commission There Making Plans to
j
Order a Reduction.
The railroad commission of Texas
has taken preliminary steps towards
Issuing an order ..iiicin.r :h? passenger rate on all railroads operating in
Texas to 2
cents a mile. A notice
signed by all the members of the
commissio'n was issued last evening
citing the railroads to appear and
show cause, before them on May 15,
why the proposed reduction should
not be made. The present rate of fare
is 3 cents per mile.

Two of the Most Important Places in San

mm

EST. 1WH
The Fviuze Railroad Metropolis o Nev Mexico

followed.

the homeless people

Kinds of Fresh and Salt Meat.
Steam Sausage Factory.

EMIL KLEINWORT,
Masonic Buildup, Mortn Third Street.

-

jyiM

,

"

Twice Has Station Been Stolen on a
New Jersey Line.

We are offering some very special prices on this line of goods
and it will certainly pay you to get out prices before you buy.

1

IMPERIAL LAUNDRY CO. ,,ReB1rWagpns"

MELINI & EAKIN

AND ETC,

1

All

TUESDAY
EVENING AT THE ELKS' OPERA HOUSE.
THERE WILL BE GIVEN A BENEFIT CONCERT FOR THE SAN
FRANCISCO SUFFERERS.
MANAGER MATSON HAS DONATED THE OPERA
HOUSE, '
THE NEWSPAPERS WILL FURNISH THE ADVERTISING, AND
EVERY PERFORMER WILL CONTRIBUTE HIS OR HER SERV- '
ICES FREE OF CHARGE.
THE VERY BEST MUSICAL TALENT OF THE tlTY WILL
APPEAR, AND A SPLENDID PROGRAM IS ALREADY ASSURED.
THERE WILL BE NO EXPENSE WHATEVER ATTACHED TO
THIS BENEFIT. IT IS IN THE NAME OF NO CHURCH OR OR- DER, EUT IN THE NAME OF HUMANITY,
FOR THE NEEDS
OF OUR FELLOW BEINGS SO GRIEVOUSLY AFFLICTED.
THE GENEROUS SPIRIT OF THE SOUTHWEST WILL RE- V
SPOND MOST NOBLY.
MORNING,
THE TICKETS WILL BE ON SALE TOMORROW
AT MOST OF THE STORES AND MANY OFFICES, AND WILL
BE $1 EACH.
IMMEDIATELY
THE PROCEEDS WILL BE FORWARDED
TO THE RED CROSS SOCIETY, AT SAN FRANCISCO.
M. E. HICKEY WILL ACT AS TREASURER OF THIS FUND.
4
AND SEE THAT EVERY DOLLAR IS SPEEDED ON ITS MISSION
V
OF MERCY AT THE EARLIE5T POSSIBLE MOMENT.
IN THE NAME OF SUFFERING
HUMANITY,
LET EVERY
ONE HELP.

THIS IS ABOUT THE LIMIT.

LAP ROBES

I

laundered without shrinking. We have addM (0 our already well equipped laundery a mnchine wittj which we can hand
woolens without shrinking. When we are through with tbera tner
are Just like new. If other laundries shrink them, bring
them to as
and we will straighten them out for you.

Meat Market

itt tI11MU)I iI1iU i

FOUND AT LAST

Woolen

THIRD STHEET

NEXT

Wholesale and Retail.
Auto phone,

Be Sent

Will

House-Proc- eeds

iH i H i M M i

J. D. Emmons
Colo, phone, Red 177.

Is Mrs.

to Earthquake and Fire Sufferers.

-

m MM

Opera

Lucky Postmistress.
Alexander of Cnry, Mo., who
has found Dr. King's New Life Pills to
be the bc;t remedy she ever tried for
keeping the stomach, liver and bowels In perfect order. You'll agree with
her if you try these painless purifiers
that Infuse new Hip. (iuarantecd by
all druggists. Price 2,'c.

SEVEN

A

CONCERT

PLANNED FOR TUESDAY NIGHT

Is the bot
food wade.

I

'

AIR

DRY
ss?wnw5

r

BENEFIT

GREAT

PAGE

WM. M. BERGER, Secretary
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EVENING CITIZEN.

ALBUQUERQUE

EIGHT

PAGE

SATURDAY,

at tho time of thn San FrmMco
earthquake. The shock was felt distinctly In San Diego. He was sleeping on tho fifth fl or of a tall building, which rocked like a ship at sea.
Is the time to plant
Though severely shocked, San Diego
suffered very little In proportion to Dahlias, Tuberoses, Carinas, Glad-Ionnd Pansies.
San Francisco and no loss of life.
There will probably be a new alignWe hare a fine lot of Bulbs and
ment of the forces of the Browns In
Mants.
tomorrow's game, and a more even
may
Sunday
contest than t lint of last
be expected Hoy McDonlad may be
seen behind the bat cn the side of the
119 WEST SANTA FE AVENUE
regulars, and Wilson will do the
Auto. Phone 118.
twirling. Fiit base will be held
down by Neher, second by Kunz, and
third will be given over to a couple
cf new ones, who are desirous of niak-iilie regular team. The Barelas
f uburbanitcs will lino up ihe samp as
In last Sunday's game. Gallegos will
1 IB Gold Avenue
be in the pitcher's box nnd I'ettus
the bat. This fact alone, as- Glasses
sures the right kind of opposition on
tho side of Barelas.
Adjusted.
Tested. H

SPRING

LOCAL AND

PERSONAL

I

The

Form Fitting
--

s,

p4 Wtdl KAIUftfflPAYt.fe

WEATHER INDICATIONS.
Fair tonight and Sunday;
portion tonight.

warmer

in southeast

Corns and Bunions Cured

Following was tho
No.
Nos.
No.
No.

BY A SURE METHOD
fitting shoos nre a source or woo. When they are big,
when they are email, It Is pinching.
Our shoos, on account of tholr perfect fitting qualities,
never abuse the feet.
They give relief give it, too, without sacrifice of style. In
fact, they are a combination of comfort and beauty, that It will
pay yon to Investigate.

4

o'clock report

rf tho arrival of Santa Fe passongor
trains:
2, two sections, on
7 and 9. on time.
8, 11:45.
4, on time.

time.

Ben, BMho, of the firm of Quickel
& Hot he. Is on tho nick Hut.
Kdward Grunsfeld, who Is niaklnR a

business trip through tho territory,
was in the city last night.
A. J. Abbott, attorney for the Pueblo Indians, arrived in the city last
.
evening from Hnnta Fe on legal
bust-nesa-

MEN'S SHOES

$1.25 to $4.00

MEN'S OXFORDS

$1.65 to $3.50

WOMEN'S SHOES

$1.50 to $4.00

WOMEN'S

OXFORDS

$1.50 to $3.50

CHILDREN'S SHOES AND SLIPPERS

$1.50 to $2.50

SAUCES AND CONDIMENTS.
When purchased at F. F. Trotter'a
grocery store, are sure to bring the
right flavor to all dishes Into which
they enter. This Is because we always procure the best manufactured.
We find out prst what brands are reliable and personally guarantee them.

1
F. F. TROTTER
No.

"COPVUIGHf

I

118 and 120 South Second

GEO. W. HICKOX.

street.

T. Y. MAYNARD.

The Hickox - Maynard Co.
ARE EXCLUSIVE REPRESENTATIVES

OF

The Gorham Manufacturing Co. Sterling Silverware.
The Libbey Co. Artistic Cut Glass.:
The W. A. Plckard Hand Painted China.
Each In Its class appropriate for weddings gifts.
Our stock of Diamonds "Never before so complete."
good time for Investment, as Diamonds are rapidly advancing

In

'Tis a
value.

NEW MEXICO'S LEADING JEWELERS

THE ARCH FRONT.

SOUTH SECOND STREET.

Do You Use

a Fountain Syringe

If not, you may a little later. It will pay you to buy It from us Saturday, March 24. Remember, for one day only at the following cut prices:
Quart
Quart
4-- Quart

Regular Price $1.00 Our Price Saturday
Regular Price $1.25 Our Price Saturday
Regular Price $1.50 Our Price Saturday

2- 3- -

65c
75c
90c

They are all standard" quality, but we are overstocked, and must reduce the same before hot weather. Don't forget the date Saturday,
March 24 and the time one day cnly. Mail oruers will be accepted at the above prices.

J. H. O'RIELLY CO, 'Druggists

LUMBER,

-

Barnstt Building

CEMENT,

-

SASH,

Doors, Glass, Paint and

REX FLINTKOTE ROOFING
MAIL ORDERS PROMPTLY PILLED

Albuquerque Lumber Co.
First and Marquette,

-

Albuquerque, N. M.
THE

EVERITT

Diamond

Palace

RAILROAD
Diamond, Watchea, Jewelry, Cut Glass, Clocks, Silverware.
your trade and guarantee A SQUARE DEAL.

AVE.
We Invite

Subscribe for the Citizen and Get the News

Mrs. Dan Scruggs, of North Fifth
street, Is enjoying a visit from her
mother, Mrs. Agnes James, of Santa
Fe.
Probate Clerk Walker today granted
a llecnso to marry to Mcward Clarke
of Aland Adah II. Campflold,
buquerque.
Dr. George W. Hardsell went to
Las Vegas this morning on private
business, with the expectation of returning o the city tonight.
Fred V. Maddison, of Kansas City,
a friend of Chadwlck Bros., of the
ChaAwlck Commission company, arrived In tho city last night.
Mr. and Mrs. B. J. McQuire, well
known and popular business people
of Belen, are In the city shopping, and
visiting friends. They will probably
return home tonight.
Mrs. L. Kubelsky and son Marshall,
passed 'through the city yesterday,
en route from El Paso tor her home
near Chicago. Tho lady and son had
boon at the Pass City on a visit to her
parents the past few months.
Mrs. Susan lies anti daughter, Miss
Elizabeth, arrived last night from
Marysville, Kan., and will visit Mr.
and Mrs. F. O. Losey. the latter being a daughter and sister. Tho visitors will remain during the summer.
D. Benjamin, of the Harvey system,
is In the city today, having arrived
from the west this morning, and will
go to El Paso tonight for tho purpose
of opening the Harvey hotel to oc
cupy the new El Paso Union depot.
At the First Methodist Episcopal
church Sunday morning, Rev. O. R.
Miller, of Washington, D. C, will
speak on "Good Tidings From the
National Capital."
In tho evening,
the pastor, Dr. Rollins, will preach.
The public Is cordially invited.
J. W. Hubbs, who was cashier al
the Alvarado six months ago, hut
with the Harvey people at
Springfield, Mo., is spending the day
in Albuquerque.
Mr. Hubbs leaves
this evening for Rlncon to take the
management of the Harvey liouse at
that place.
Last night, M. L. Albers was surprised ait his home in the old town by
of his friends calling
about forty-twand taking possession of the home.
It was his birthday, and Mrs. Albers,
assisted by Mrs. Gus Wolff and Miss
Lucy Wfisterfeld, .planned the surprise.
Mrs. Oscar Lettering, wife of the
general merchant, of Sabinal, and sister and two cousins, the latter recent
arrivals from Marshall, Texas, are
metropolis today,
In the territorial
and besides visiting friends, are doing some shopping.
They return
south tonight.
J. S. Runnels, vice president and
general counsel for the Pullman com
pany, was In the city between trains
last night, while en route from Santa
Fo to The Grand Canyon. Mr. Runnels was accompanied by his family
and a few friends, and traveled In
tho private car, "Constitution."
Cards are out announcing the approaching marriage of John, Bocker,
Jr., of Belen and Miss Stella Smith of
Trinidad, Colo., which will take place
Wednesday, May 22, In Trinity church
at Trinidad. Young Becker la a son
cf Col. John Becker of Belen, while
Is the daughter of Mr.
the brldo-to-b- e
and Mrs. W. M. Smith.
Train No. 8 of last night, was most
likely the lightest transcontinental
train ever niado up by tho Santa Fe.
It was mado up of the usual number
of baggage and passenger cars, but
carried few passengers, which was especially due to tho disaster at San
Francisco, as No. 8 usually carries a
largo number of San Francisco passengers. Iast night tt curried no San
Francisco passengers.
The funeral of the lato "Mort" Donovan, who suicided at his homo In
Coyote canyon by putting tho barrel
revolver in his mouth
of a
blowing
and pulling the trigger,
blood and brains all over tlie wall,
from
place this afternoon
took
Strong's chapel, the chaplain of Company O, National Guards, conducting
Interment took place
tho services.
In Fairvlew cemetery.
A Pullman conductor on train No.
tne
2 this morning told a friend at
local station that he was in San Diego
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Wett Cold

Tomorrow morning t the First
Methodist Episcopal church there will
be an address on "Good Tidings From
the National Capital," by Rev. O. R.
Miller of Washington, D. C, n legislative superintendent of reform work in
congress.
been in
Mr. Miller has
Washington several years working In
the interest of good legislation along
all lines reform. He has met personally many of the prominent, congressmen nnd senators nnd In his address
will tell of some of his experiences
and Interviews with them. He will describe all the great moral legislative
victories won in congress dining last
quarter of a century bearing on temperance, Sabbath observance, stricter
divorce laws, polygamy, gambling,
opium,
etc. He will
also tell of other Important moral
measures now pending before congress.
He was present at the opening of
the Reed Smoot hearing at Washington and saw Joseph Smith, the president of tho Morman church? put on
the stand and testify. He will describe that scene and tell what he
thinks will be the result of the Reed
Pivoot investigation.
Mr. Miller is on a swift tour of the
wevte rn states trying to arouse a popular interest in these measures. He Is
a most Interesting
and attractive
speaker, and everybody Interested to
know what congress has done and is
doing along these lines will get many
cheering facts and much valuable Information from this address.

LENSES GROUND

R.R

CASINO,

SUNDAY,

APRIL

f six musicians.
sino orchestra
free nnd in the Casino.

All

o

CHlCKfcRING

STORE

Wherever you go, you will find the
piano store that represents dicker
ing & Sons to be the best place to
look for pianos of less expensive
grade.
Tho name Chlckerlng Is in itself
a'most a guarantee of that store's
methods. You may safely depend upon
Its advice as to the other ma'es It
handles. In New Mexico tho Chlckerlng Is represented solely by
THE WHITSON MUSIC CO.
Take dinner at the Columbus tomorrow, and save heating up the
house by cooking.
SUNDAY BALLGAME AT TRACTION
ADMISSION,
PARK.
25c.
GRAND STAND, FREE.

WANT TO ENJOY A
SUNDAY DINNER, PATRONIZE THE REGULAR FIFTY-CENSUNDAY
DINNER AT ZEIGER'S
RESTAURANT TOMORROW.

' .'..3

EXCHANGED

Association Office
I
Transactions

;

h. s. & m. suits,
' 815 to 30

xs- -

118

W. R, R. Ave.

Simon Stern

REGULAR
35 CENTS DINNER.
EVERY DAY, EXCEPT SUNDAY, AT
ZEIGER'S RESTAURANT, FROM 12
NOON TO 2 P. M.

THE
The Railroad Ave. Clot hi

Subscribe for The Citizen and get
the news.

tmw w

sui

w suj m m

TIME IS COMING.
screens, 7 cents per foot.
made door, with trimmings.

are making window screens all
I niith(H
'
fill.! ltd Ctr.iiHT
Dior
r, for 7 cents a square foot.
a
A
sen ' ii .;nor,
or
that
will insist any door shipped in here
iron i t:.e cast, together with trlra- -

mi in

S-
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...JUST RECEIVED...

BALL SUNDAY AT TRACTION PARK.
MclNTOSH
BROWNS
VS. E4RELAS.
E'-S-

A new line of CHILDREN'S and BOYS'

CAPS-- all

FIFTY CENT DIN-AZEIGER RESTAU-- I
ANT TOMORROW,
FROM 12 TO 3
THE BEST IN THE CITY.
THE

at from 50 cents to $1.50.

;

TCMCHT!
TONIGHT! TONIGHT!
LUNCH AT THE WHITE

fr.

122
S. Second

t'l.r.f-.JANT-

:;
53k,

c

ribe for The Citizen and

lews,

get

n

Il"gins the Bargain Event, that will bring hundreds to the Kempenlch Store. The price reductions are considerable, many of the waists and suits being priced at less than the cost of the materials.
The savings for
the women of this city from this sale will amount to hundreds of dollars.
WHITE WAISTS.
White Waists of plain and mercerized Madras; well tailored, at

White Lawn Waists and also Batiste Waists, with five rows of
embroidery and lace
$1.23
White Dotted Swiss Waists, tucked, lace and wide embroidery insertion, our regular $2.50 seller.
Very special, at
$1.48
Tan India Linen Waist, with tucks
and three rows embroidery insertion of same color. Only $1.23
Othfr Waists, made of Imported
Lawn, Batiste, and Lingerie and
Silk, ranging In price from $1.75
to $7.50, but worth $3.00 to $10.00
WASH SUITS.
Suits made of Novelty Suitings,
gray mixed; buttons same color;

98c

White I.awn Waists, neatly tucked,
and Chamhray Waists, pink and
blue, at
98c
White Lawn Waists, also imported
Linen Waists, lace and embroidery trimmed, at
95c
Fine, sheer, black, Indian Linen
Waists, with fine, narrow tucks
and best black Lace Insertion;
regular 11.75, now
$1.25
White Lawn Waists, with all over
Embroidery, and tucked; well
worth $2.00; special at
$1.25
222 West Railroad

$

tailor made; extraordinary

Whitney

4?&

value

at

$2.48

White Lawn Suit, trimmed very
handsomely with embroidery and
Only
tucked.
$2.48
White Lawn Suits, tucked, Waist,
and Skirt trimmed with fine, wide
embroidery and lace. Our $5.00
el!er. For thl3 sale, special

at

$3.48

Beautiful White Lawn Suit or India
Linen Suit, with hand embroidered collar; very daintily trimmed, with embroidery bands and
lace hands. Worth $7.50. Very
special at
$3.93
.
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HARDWARE

z
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HOSE, FLORALSETS
LAWN MOWERS, REFRIGERATORS, ICE
CREAM FREEZERS,
BUILDERS' HARDWARE, PLUMBERS
AND TINNERS, ETC.
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40 1 , 403 North First Street

First Street

2

ALBUQUERQUE, NEW MEXICO
PURE DRUGS

DOCTOR OF OPTICS
6HUR-O-

N

Fine Jewelry
X.-

,.

..v--

Stationery

i.

FIRST ESTABLISHED OPTICIAN IN THE CITY
Room 1 0, Whiting Blk.
Appointments Made at Vann' Drug Store.

Lowney's Candles
Corner Cold Avenue and Second Street.

XIIIXIItIXXIlXXIIIIXMZXX4IIIWIIM
IWcifrSTOSH HARDWARE COMPANY l
Successors to E. J. POST

Wholesale

and Retail
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REFRIGERATORS
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GALVANIZED
POULTRY NETTING
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RUBBER HOSE

?

,

WIRE WINDOW
SCREENS

and Retail

EUREKA COTTON
1

FREEZERS

?

& COMPANY
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RCGULAR

nimisu

THURSDAY, APRIL 19th

(1

min: s, for Jl.'-'W
i r.l.o
the regular shop made
scr. n doors that have always cost,
ben fore $2.0rt to $2.2', for ll.f.O.
SUPERIOR LUMBER AND
PLANING MILL CO.

mm tun

WHITE WAIST and SUIT SAJjE

YOU

ROOMING
HOUSE FOR RENT
AND FURNITURE OF SAME FOF
SALE. FINE LOCATION;
GREAT
BARGAIN. APPLY O. W. STRONG'S
SONS.

7

mrTHUIsT1IHiTl

GOOD

for
w

Every garment bearing their
label is absolutely all wool, and
tailored as It ought to be. If
yo;i come In and try on one of
these suits, you'll buy it.

I

.ri-A

r

BOUGHT. SOLO

AND

TAKING-FR-EE
YOURS
FOR
THE
LUNCH AT THE WHITE ELEPHANT.

IF

t

.v

PREMISES

22,

FIRST
APPEARANCE OF THE
AERIAL KING, THE MARVELOUS
SCHOENE,. In feats of strength on
the Koniau rings and difficult tricks
on the flying trapez.
Also, the Ca

FIND THE

.

Guaranteed

Mrs. Alameda E. Sharp.
Mrs. Alameda E. Sharp of Sugar
Grove, Ohio, who has been In Albu-

querque tho past six months for the
benefit of her health, died very suddenly this morning at 9 o'clock at her
apartments i nt his city. Deceased
was a sufferer from the dread white
plague but had been seemingly improving since coming here. This morning she arose and ate one of the
heartiest breakfasts she had been able
to partake of since her arrival. Fifteen minutes later she was dead, the
result of a hemorrhage. The remains
were taken to an undertaking establishment and will be shipped to her
former home Monday.
Her husband
and son, who have been In the city
with her, will accompany the remains.
For perfect comfort buy a pair of
our women's dainty Bandau Slippers.
Soft Kid Slippers, light hand turned
soles, plain toes, no heels, with a big
silk tassel on the vamp. They look
dressy and wear well. Price, only
$1.25. C. May's shoe store, 314 West
Railroad avenue.

ON

TICKETS

ROSENFIELD'S,

MORTUARY
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Young Men's Long Pant Suits, in neat
mixtures, from $6.50 to $15.00 per suit.

E.L WASHBURN CO.

terns.

CONGRESS

SCREEN

Sailor Blouse and Nobby Double-breaste- d
Suits at $1.50 to $6.00 are on display.

the novelties

BEFORE

REFORMS

YOU.-- S
THE
FOR
TAKIN- GFREE LUNCH AT THE WHITE EL
EPH ANT.

The line of Spring Suits in Russian Blouse,

Hart, Schaffer & Marx make
this style to perfection; and
we have it in a variety of pat-

bo-hi-
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ft Yffi

A good many men like
the
sack coat with a shaped back;
maybe you do.

Bebber Optical Co.

BASE BALL SUNDAY AT TRAC
TION PARK.
MclNTOSH BROWNS
VS. BARELAS.

Everything: for the Boys

Sack

IVES, the FLORIST
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It Is friction;

APRIL 21, 1906.
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GARDENTOOLS

'
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SPADES,

SHOVELS

RAKES

V'

GARDEN BARROWS

215 West Railroad Avenue

ALBUQUERQUE,
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